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Natural history writer
MARNIE REED CROWELL
analyzes the craft of making poems with original and acute observations
using her elegant poems as examples.
Maine’s Poet Laureate, 2000-2005
BARON WORMSER
shares his decades of experience in poem-making workshops designed to
show you how to revise your poems effectively.

Learn Square Word Calligraphy of contemporary artist XU BING and
explore other creative ways to present your writings.

For Caroline and all aspiring poets—
Visiting the museums of Washington D C gives one a glimpse into the
arts of the Far East, both ancient and contemporary. Caroline was so
delighted with the calligraphic sculpture of contemporary Chinese artist Xu
Bing in the Smithsonian that she photographed it.
Monkeys Grasp for the Moon was designed for the Sackler Gallery for the
2001 exhibition titled Word Play: Contemporary Art by Xu Bing. Each link forms

the word monkey in one of a dozen languages. Interpretive panels explain
that “The work is based on a Chinese folktale in which a group of monkeys
attempt to capture the moon. Linking arms and tails, they form a chain
reaching down from the branch of a tree to the moon, only to discover that it
is a shimmering reflection on the surface of a pool lying beneath them.”
It is enlightening both for Asian students viewing European arts and vice
versa to discover that half the world’s civilizations approach artistic
practices one had taken for granted in quite a different manner.

When beginners ask how to become a writer, the answer might be “First
you break a leg. Then nobody is worried about your survival. Neither is
anybody asking you to do chores like sweeping the floor—so you have time
to practice your writing.” When Caroline broke her toe at the beginning of
ski season she had plenty of time to work on her wordpainting skills with her
writer grandmother’s manuscript called WordPaint. Here is the result of that
winter—conversations, exchanges on line, a writing workshop….
Join centuries of writers reaching for the moon and discover what is deep
within you.
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FOREWORD
by Baron Wormser
I often wonder, as a poet, why more people in the United States aren’t
actively engaged with poetry. Was it something that poetry did or said?
When people have the opportunity to come into contact with poetry in a nonthreatening way (no imperious questions about what line six means), they
usually respond quite intensely. The precision, concision and incisiveness of
the language, the concatenation of sound and rhythm, and the sheer
emotional momentum create some powerful feelings – both in the poems
and in those who apprehend them.
What people lack in this society are guides. Poetry is rather like the
Underground Railroad. Unless you meet a conductor, someone who knows
poetry and its ways, you aren’t going to get there. What Marnie Reed
Crowell has done is to write a book that acts as a guide for both young
people and older people. Poetry wants to be passed on from generation to
generation and her book, as it enumerates the ways of poetry, shows what is
there to be passed on.

This is a book that draws on some notable traditions – haiku, calligraphy
(here represented by Xu Bing’s fascinating Square Word Calligraphy) and
the ABC approach that Ezra Pound pioneered many years ago in his prose
work that incisively instructs the reader in the recognition and enjoyment of
good poetry. The core of Marnie’s approach to poetry is the primacy of the
image. Without the tactile, vivifying presence of the image, a poem is a mere
surd, a voiceless sound. The image is a treasure of feeling and perception
and it glories in the physicality of existence.
The image can be felt by anyone at any age. The image can be created
by anyone. Marnie approaches the mystery of how we make images
deliberately but playfully too. Through drawing, through using words,
through considering how poetry works physically as it marshals lines and
stanzas, through such Asian facets as the haiku, we approach the
embodiment of feeling that lies in the senses finding the right words. She
shows us how Square Word Calligraphy slows us down and makes us feel
how the writing of every word is an adventure in its own right.
This approach (which echoes Pound) makes us all learners and explorers
as we probe each word letter by letter. The calligraphy is a paradigm for the
making of poems. We feel our way through a poem word by word. Each
word is a stroke – accountable and unaccountable. She apprehends the poem
as a living organism. We create poems but, as they live on the page and in
our mouths and memories, they have their own lives. They are the stuff of
process. They may heed the imperatives of art but they are stubbornly
individual. Hence, the centrality of the haiku to Marnie’s approach, for haiku
is the embodiment of perception. It doesn’t want to be any more than it is
because as it exists it creates – through image – a realized world.
The connection to spirituality, which Marnie notes, is palpable. This is a
book to be shared and savored as it straightforwardly and sensitively shows
what stuff poetry is made of and how we – young and old – can go about
making that stuff. Her tone is lively, engaged and informative. It is the tone
of a guide who knows that each person must make his and her own
discoveries. As she links the East and the West, she has created a
wonderfully original bridge to the world of poetry. Nothing in this book is
recondite. The pleasure lies in the reading and the making of poems. Word
Paint is a key to a great box of treasures.
–Baron Wormser

PART I—BEGINNING TO MAKE POEMS
This is a guide for the explorer, the beginning poet. Your age matters
little. Whether you use your wordpainting to craft poetic prose or what we
recognize as poems also matters little.
If ancient Romans had made this book as a codex, a stack of papers
bound between two covers, the beginner’s section might be on one page and
the mentor’s section on the facing page. The material might appear on facing
pages, only in slightly different form, for beginners on the left, for more
advanced on the right. That would have the delightful advantage of allowing
each to peek at the other’s page. But digital books now present material in a
different manner, advancing by some form of scrolling. When the reader
finishes Part I and comes upon material in Part II that seems to be repeated,
the reader may suddenly feel “This is where we came in”. Not so.
A beginning poet –of any age—will want to move through the various
topics at a rate and depth appropriate for a beginner. Keep reading and it
becomes clear that there is more to say. Anyone of any age who has read
through the first part will be pleased to recognize material they have seen
before. Probably they will also feel rather proud to realize that they have
become more familiar with the contents. The wordpainter has already
become a more skillful crafter of poems and prose.
It all begins when a child of two or three happily moves from smearing
the colors and textures of mashed peas on the plate to smearing finger paints
across a paper. Then the child gets the positive reinforcement of seeing these
masterpieces displayed on the refrigerator and having them mailed to distant
relatives. “My first publishing”?
This same child almost daily surprises and enchants the fond parents with
original figures of speech. Although that child is still a long way from
writing down those expressions, someone else can certainly collect them,
write them, and preserve them in some sort of notebook. That is wordpaint
beginning to enrich a life. One learns early to think precisely, mastering
elements of grammar quite painlessly. One enters the world of creativity
quite routinely, confidently. How fortunate the individual who has always
done that, who does not remember a time before knowing this joy.

The time comes when the child can read. The child delights in the sounds
and patterns of poetry. Writing skill lags behind, so at that point the adult is
an invaluable guide to the rich rewards of making poems. As companions on
the journey, the child and adult sing the words, hear the words, write the
words, see the words, savor the many decisions: words, words, words
delightfully offering themselves as alternatives.
The words make pictures in your mind. Why not make pictures on paper
as well? Surely you will want to write poems and make pictures, all you
older siblings, parents, grandparents, teachers, at the same time that you help
give the young ones the gift of making art. They do not have to wait as long
as you did to learn all this great stuff. Welcome to WordPaint.
Beginning poets, you know that alphabet letters bring certain sounds to
minds and to lips. The letter forms are also beautiful designs. Each one is
different and distinctive. You need see only half of a letter to recognize
which one it is.
Most poets begin their poems writing by hand. We print letters, forming
each one separately, and we write them joined to each other. We call this
“running” together form cursive, from the Latin word for running. Since the
writer does not have to pick up the pen between each letter, cursive is easy
for the hand. It looks different from other lettering, doesn’t it? As a culture
we are not likely to abandon cursive writing just because we now prefer to
use a keyboard.
Letters have a different look when they are printed with different kinds of
type. Typeface means the part of a wood or metal block of type that gets ink
applied to it. The type is then pressed on a piece of paper. We call that
printing. A font is one complete set of the alphabet letters, in both upper
case, capitals, and lower case, all made in one style. We talk about typefaces
or fonts when we ask our computers to print different styles for us. The look
of a letter makes a difference to how the reader feels about the writing.
We see letters with small tails on them, or serif typefaces.
This is a serif typeface.
This is a sans serif typeface.

We call styles of letters with no tails on them sans serif (from the French
meaning “without” these end strokes.) Sans serif typefaces may seem to
make the words louder. We use them for writing headlines.
A serif typeface may seem more gentle. If you are reading a page with a
lot of words on it, you may prefer a typeface with the helpful little serifs, the
tails to lead your eye along to the next word. The poem maker might want to
think about how the words in the poem look to the reader.
Letters also have sounds we need to think about when we make a poem.
People who study languages have thought much about this and given the
different categories different names. There is no reason to try to memorize
the terms. The names just make it easier to discuss the ideas with other
people. Just think about how they apply to the words you use.
Drizzle, drizzle, drip
Trickle, trickle, drop.

Can you hear the faucet close and picture the last drop of water falling as
your lips snap shut on the final consonant, the letter P?
SINGERS, the letters that make us sing:
We say vowel sounds with our mouths wide open
a,e,i,o,u, and sometimes y
We call the other letter sounds consonants. Consonants signal us to close
the sound of the vowels. Consonants are like big brothers or big sisters to the
vowels – they shape them up. Pay attention to this.
STOPPERS, letters that stop the breath. They come in various sorts:
QUICK STOPS: k, g, c(hard sound)
click
tick
quick

GILDERS are letters that bring the sound to a sliding stop: l, m, n, and r
fall
groan

BREATH STOPS: c, f, g, h, j, and x close with quite a bit of breath leaking
out along the way:
fox
cough

s, z, v, w, and y close with less of a push of breath:
buzz

and t, p, d, and b close the sound with a slamming shut of your lips or
tongue:
I said stop

SIGNALS
A big letter on the word calls attention:
Help
HELP

and punctuation can call even more attention:
HELP!

Punctuation can also tell the speaker and reader
to hurry up:
– a dash (look closely: this is not the same as a hyphen)
or to slow down:
a comma
to hesitate:
a semi-colon
a colon, (which functions almost the same way as an equals sign)
a question mark
or come to a complete stop:
a period.
We call attention to the sound of a word
by repeating and repeating it

by fully rhyming with other words:
words sing like birds

or making it nearly rhyme:
a rhyme with not far to roam

Using the same first letter or sound for several words calls attention to
that sound. We call that alliteration.
Find the funny fish in the photo.

Repeated vowel sounds are called assonance.
All Ollie wanted was elegant poems

Echoic words sound like what they say. We call that onomatopoeia:
Hiss, moo, buzz, bark, tweet, drip,
Slosh, belch

Some words can look like what they say. These word-pictures are fun to
make and fun to read.
(tall and skinny, short and fat)

Some poems are written in lines that make pictures. These we call shaped
poems.
They can be quite simple:
a
duck
is
a
boat
It’s happy
afloat

or they can be more complicated.

IMAGE AND FEELING
We smell with our nose
taste with our mouth
touch with our skin
see with our eyes
hear with our ears
move with our bodies
think with our minds
These are all ways we bring the outside world into our inside feelings.
We can make art with all of them. Your poems will be richer if you include
words referring to several of your senses. Don’t just tell us what you see and
hear. Is there a special smell? A taste? A touch? Perhaps you will want to
‘blend’ the senses playfully. Tell us how a color ‘sounds’or ‘tastes’to you.
(Neurologists call this synasthesia when a person naturally combines
sensory signals in their brain.)
We call it art when we take an image and use it share our feelings.
Something may be very pretty and decorative, and require great skill and
craft to make it, but if it is not very concerned with sharing some sort of
feeling, we usually do not call it art. If every time you go back and look
again at a painting or photograph, you see something and feel something you
did not notice the first time, we would probably call that picture art.
If every time you reread some words – a story, a novel, a poem – and you
come to some new feeling, some new understanding about the world and
life, we would probably say that is art.
It can be fun to scribble lines
to splash paint colors
to sing notes
to pound drum beats
to call out words
but you may want to make pictures, poems, and songs that share some
images or some feelings, that have some meaning – and that is art. We are
thinking here about making art.
TITLES

Think about the title you put on your art work. A good title may help us
understand what you are feeling or thinking. Your art may or may not be a
realistic picture of something in the world, but it will share some feeling.
Can you help us to understand that by the title?
We may prefer a title that is a suggestion, maybe even a question. We
may like a bit of mystery, of teasing. Sometimes we do not like a strong,
direct statement in a poem. That can sound too bossy. We resist. Probably
we do not want to feel that the poem is shouting at us.
What do we mean by IMAGE?
In a poem, the words suggest an image by telling the reader something of
the appearance of a person, a thing or a scene. What color is it? What shape
or size? Anything else distinctive? This is obvious when you take a picture
with a camera of draw a picture in a sketchbook. Your picture may look just
like the subject or it may look only somewhat like the subject, but why did
you pick that subject to draw or photograph?
How does your picture, your image, make you feel? A good way to learn
about sharing your feelings is to write a few words about the picture. Label
each image you have collected.
THE TREASURE BOX, THE IDEA BOOK
You might want to make a bag or folder or box to hold your sketches and
photographs, ideas for pictures you may want to work with later on. You
might save pictures you find in magazines, copy words you like in poems or
write down things people say that you like, or ideas that occur to you. There
seems to be something about the act of saving these tidbits that signals to
your muse, your genie, your subconscious, that you are serious about
making poetry. You will be rewarded by having the ideas spontaneously
reoccur to you just when you need them.
As you learn new words, you might write them on cards or in a notebook
and save these too. They are also treasures. It is not good enough to rely on
spellcheck. Read the entries in a good dictionary carefully. Learn the
approved form. Look at the shades of meaning based on the derivation

history of the words. Just as you periodically sharpen a good kitchen knife,
you are improving your writing tools this way.
You might write down your dreams when you first wake up. (Don’t wait
even ten minutes or you probably will not be able to recall much.) What
happened in the dream? What did you see?
Hold out your apron
catching bolts from the sun,
words plummeting like hailstones
day and night, dreams
the half-sisters of poems
the Muses send.
No one judges dreams,
gives dream prizes
or how-to courses,
although Tibetans
come pretty close.
In my field school
I would invite you to come with me
for a very quiet walk
hoping we will
startle some image
into singing its song
in words.

Perhaps most important – before you forget as you awake – how does
your body feel? What does that tell you about the emotions you were feeling
your dream? That can be very interesting. A scary dream about getting lost
in the Arctic is not frightening any more when you realize that all the
blankets fell off and you are cold. Bits of recent experiences can combine in
surprising new ways and that can inspire a poem.

Ancient peoples thought the dream world was very important. Like us,
they thought how you feel is very important. Where ideas come from seems
very mysterious. They wondered if gods breathed the ideas into us. The
word inspire means “to breathe into”.
Inspiration is so important in making the various kinds of art that the
ancient Greeks gave names to personifications of the various arts. They
called these the Muses. They had a muse for dancing, a muse for music
making, and so on.
Muslim poets said they sometimes got their ideas from what they call
genies, from their word jinni. They regarded these as spirits that could be so
mischievous or worse that we have the warning about letting the genie out of
the bottle. Does that word remind you of our word genius? That word comes
from the Latin for guiding spirit.
Modern brain science can tell us a lot more about how we make ideas.
That is mysterious and wonderful. We can learn quite a bit about how to
work with our ideas. We can learn to share ideas in works of art so that other
people really feel what we want to share with them.

WHAT MAKES IT A POEM?
A poem is like a good joke which shows us something funny, but does
not tell us when to laugh. A poem shows us something about which we share
a feeling. More than a drink of water, more than a glass of frozen juice; a
poem is more like the concentrate from which the juice drink is made.
Poems give us their picture or story in words chosen for their sounds and
power to suggest feelings. How a poem sounds is very important. Be sure to
read your poems aloud so you know how they sound.
Abraham Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address is more than a famous speech.
You could call it a poem if you wish. Or at least we would agree that the
words and their arrangement are what we mean by poetic prose. Nobody
thinks that Lincoln talked like this every day. It is more than the poetic
meaning of the speech that has inspired so many people to memorize the
Gettysburg Address and recite it at important events time and again.
“Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this continent a new
nation, conceived in liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created
equal.
Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that nation, or any nation
so conceived and so dedicated, can long endure. We are met on a great battlefield of
that war. We have come to dedicate a portion of that field, as a final resting place for
those who here gave their lives that that nation might live. It is altogether fitting and
proper that we should do this.
But, in a larger sense, we can not dedicate, we can not consecrate, we can not
hallow this ground. The brave men, living and dead, who struggled here, have
consecrated it, far above our poor power to add or detract. The world will little note, nor
long remember what we say here, but it can never forget what they did here. It is for us
the living, rather, to be dedicated here to the unfinished work which they who fought here
have thus far so nobly advanced.
It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the great task remaining before us—that
from these honored dead we take increased devotion to that cause for which they gave
the last full measure of devotion—that we here highly resolve that these dead shall not
have died in vain—that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom—and
that government of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the
earth.”

No one thinks he said anything like “Eighty-seven years ago, these guys
go, hey, we could start a new country here where everybody is all equal.
Like, we all go Let’s have a fight…”

It is helpful to pay attention to how poets use words to describe what they
are seeing, sensing, thinking and feeling.
Poetry may or may not rhyme. We call it verse from the Latin word
meaning to turn. The poet is very interested in where each line turns back
from the right edge of the page to go back to start again at the left margin.
The dictionary says that prose is ordinary speech or writing. When you
write a story, a report, an essay, or a novel, we call it prose. We write prose
with the lines beginning at the left margin or the page and going to the right
margin.
We write poems with lines that may begin at the left edge, or that may be
indented. We may indent them with each new idea as we do with a prose
paragraph, or we may choose to indent lines because we like how that looks.
How a line looks may influence how a line sounds when we read it out
loud.
How the poem maker chooses to arrange the lines of a poem is important.
COUPLETS
We may want to emphasize that two lines go together. If we write them
with a line space between every pair of lines we call that a couplet. Each line
may add to the meaning of the other one. A line may question another, or it
may disagree, making a contrast.
Chickadee Song
Chicka dee dee dee
Chickadee says twice
Not eagle, not dove
I’m me, that’s nice.

TRIPLETS
Writing three lines grouped together is a triplet. These lines can make a
statement and then answer each other.
I say

You do?
Oh, yes

QUATRAINS
Many poems are written with lines in groups of four. This is a very old
form. We seem to like the look of it. Would your poem like to look like that?
Puppy Poem
A new word,
a math fact,
the poem I hurry to paper –
like the puppy I’m training to heel
I have to keep saying it
over and over
until we are both
well pleased.

This little poem does not rhyme and it would not seem like a poem if we
wrote it like this:
A new word, a math fact, the poem I hurry to paper – like the puppy I’m training to
heel, I have to keep saying it over and over until we are both well pleased.

In fact, you would probably read over the statement so quickly that you
would miss the fun of thinking how odd it is that working with a little poem,
a little dog, and a bit from the multiplication table might have something in
common in your brain. (This poem might be called an “idea poem”—there is
not much in the way of information about the senses, nothing about what the
dog looks like and words and numbers are completely abstract. The first
words, about a new word, and a math fact are rather plain and stand still.
The rhythm then of the poem hurrying seems to speed up. Saying it over and
over is obviously a rather stubborn sort of repetition, and both well pleased
seems to break into a smile.
There is enough playing with the meanings and rhythms of words to
make it a poem, but the meaning, the idea, is really what makes this a poem.
Some people excel at writing such idea poems and others rarely venture in
that direction. The idea poem or the image poem: one kind of poem is not
better than the other. Chocolate is not better than vanilla. Kinds, or styles, of
poems do go in and out of fashion, however. The kind of poem you like may
not popular with others, but what matters is that your poem should please
you.

Let us suggest that whenever you have decided to write a poem rather
than a poetic piece of prose, you try arranging your lines in different
groupings. See what arrangement you think best suits what you are saying.
Some of the groups might have only two or three lines, or sometimes the
poet might want to make a group of four or five lines. The poet is free to try
what feels right.
METER
Meter is the heart beat of a poem, the drum beat of how we say the
words.
Ta-dum, ta-dum, ta-dum…
Upon the road the colt did run

Meter can remind us of a pacing horse, a walking horse, a trotting horse,
a galloping horse. Read a line aloud and let your ear tell you how the
“horse” is going.
From the Mother Goose variants:
Trot, trot to Boston
Trot, trot to Lynn,
Watch out baby you don't fall in!

or
Trot trot to Boston
Trot trot to Dover
Watch out baby you don't fall over!

or
Trot trot to Boston
Trot, trot to Lynn,
Trot trot to Salem,
Trot home again

You don’t have to come from New England to know the game of
bouncing a child on one’s shin while saying:
This is the way the gentleman rides, trot, trot, trot.
This is the way the lady rides, trot, trot, trot.

This is the way the farmer rides, galloppy, gallopy, gallopy!

Horsie and rider collapse in giggles, but baby has had a lesson in meter.
In the past poems were written with very strict attention to the patterns of
beats. There are names for the different meters, the patterns of beats. You
may wish to try your hand at writing poems in these various conventional
forms, or you may prefer to create your own patterns according to the music
you hear from your words.
FREE VERSE
When the poet freely makes up the pattern, we call that free verse. Free
verse has meter, a heart beat, a drum beat, but the poet is free to write it as
heard for that particular poem, not in any named pattern.
PAUSES
The poet uses a pause between words and between lines the way a
musician uses the rest between notes or between musical phrases. A painter
uses blank space the same way.
I could try smooth words
but the problem is
I like
the
edges

You might notice that the very word smooth sounds smooth oozing out
between your lips, while the word edges forces your tongue into acrobatics
to avoid those sharp teeth. The pause inside the last line encourages the
reader to contemplate edges.
A STANZA is what we call the group of lines in a poem. The word
comes from the Latin for a room. You can think of a stanza as the place
where a poem happens, the architecture of a poem, like a picture frame.
LINE ENDINGS are very important. Line endings are writing around the
corners of the verse. How to you want the reader to take that turn? The pause
at the end of a line may slow us down. If the pause comes at a place in the
phrase where we do not expect a pause, we may find that we hurry to leap
over the pause.

Seaweed Sign
Here on the Island the harvest moon
Is a new moon, high wind up the bay
And a strong rinse of rain.
The road from the bar
Is windrowed with
Dark humps not roadkill
Lying there on the shoulder
Rockweed slithered off someone’s truck
On the way to its next incarnation
Winter mulch
Slouching into summer
Lettuce and lilies.

The poem describes the practice of gathering seaweed for mulching
gardens. The endings in the first and third stanzas pause as expected at the
end of each line. There is no pause, but rather an acceleration at the end of
each line in the second and fourth stanzas. Slippery stuff, that seaweed.
A quick note about line beginnings: it is no longer a convention strongly
observed that one capitalizes the first word in each line. Yes, that may signal
to the reader that they are looking at a poem, but these days the poet is free
to do as wished. In the case of the seaweed poem, it is perhaps an in-joke to
use initial capital letters to try to constrain the slippery seaweed in a
conventional poem. The poem begins in werewolf wildness and moves to a
bar that is not what you expect. The rockweed is not an escaped monster or
road kill, and it will end up as a proper ladies lunch. All small stuff, but it
adds to enjoying the small poem. Sometimes people speak of this kind of
analysis as “unpacking a poem”. Taking a close look at the small details may
enhance the reader’s appreciation of the meaning of a poem.
The poet may choose to have the reader pause between stanzas by
leaving a line of white space. That gives us the impression of a series of
rooms, a series of framed pictures, a series of musical verses - maybe even
with a chorus in between.
SECTIONS
1.

The poet may choose to divide a poem into sections, like rooms in an art
gallery, movements in a symphony, acts in a play.
2.
These sections may move us through time like the seasons of the year.
3.
We may move from one place to another like rooms in a house or states
in a country.
We may have a pair of sections, like the wings of a butterfly or two
halves of a clam shell. The two halves may be alike or they may contrast,
like yin and yang.
Sections are often grouped in three, called a triptych. Sections of a poem
may remind us of pictures made in panels. The design may be repeated on
each panel, or it may be spread from one panel to another, continuing the
story or picture like a comic book. Panels, sections, that are each a variation
on a theme are very popular in picture art and in word art, and of course, in
music, the sound art.
EXPECTATIONS
When you create variations on a theme, that means you give some
expectation what “ought” to come next. A rhythm, a rhyme, a repetition like
a chorus, or any other pattern makes us want what we think will come next.
The poet, the artist, and the musician all play with that. We set up an
expectation. We make you wait for it. We offer you something else instead.
You reject that. Finally we give you what you want. We resolve in a very
satisfying ending.
But also we like
surprises.
If we are too repetitious,
it could get boring, boring, boring, boring, boring.

If we are not clear enough about what our pattern is, there is no
expectation. There is no bait to be headed for. Not as much fun.

On the other hand, if we are trying for variations in clause length or in
sentence length, we may have to be sure the differences are enough to be
noticed, several words’ difference, not just a word or two.
We probably do not want to pattern every sentence or every line with
exactly the same structure.
We tend to get especially impatient with sentence after sentence
beginning with the word “I”.
HAIKU
The Chinese language and the Japanese language lend themselves to
patterns of word syllables. From them we get the art of haiku, poems of
three lines, a pattern of 5-7-5. We may change the pattern so much that we
wonder whether to call the poems “free haiku” or just “small poems”.
Whatever you call them, haiku and small poems are a very good length to
consider for making poem pictures. Like point-and-shoot cameras, you can
easily make good pictures with them.
This poem by Bashō is very famous. His pen name means ‘banana leaf”.
Years later Sengai made a poem about the poem and painted his picture
showing the banana leaf with a frog under it. The leaf is a picture that acts as
a pun on a pen-name used by Bashō. Word paint play!
furuike ya
kawazu tobikomu
mizu no oto
old pond…
frog leaps in
water’s sound
BASHŌ (1643 -1694)

What is it that you like about a haiku or small poem? Is it the music in the
words? Sometimes the words may not make much sense at all, but we love
their sound. Perhaps the words of a small poem capture a vivid picture of
something that we experience with any or all of our senses. If the words also
give us an idea of our feelings and give us more ideas to think about, we

probably feel that we have made a poem, even if it is only a few lines long.
More words might just mess it up.
Knowing when to stop is very important when we are making pictures.
Sometimes adding more lines makes us not like the picture as well, even if
we cannot say just why that is. Leaving some things unsaid, some space
empty, may be good for both our poems and our pictures. The following is
not a haiku. It is a small poem. It is enough.
Wind writes
Small poems
On grass

POEM PICTURES
Chinese and Japanese artists were also the poets and the calligraphers for
what we would call poem pictures. They made albums of these poem
pictures. Many were painted on round fans. Other tales were painted on long
horizontal scrolls. To view them, the reader and any friends would sit at a
low table or on the ground or floor and unroll one end of the picture. As the
show progressed, they would roll up the part they had seen. This made for an
ever-changing picture, a leisurely trip. What kind of poem pictures might
you make?
Poem pictures are sometimes made on vertical scrolls. These too are fun
to make. There is usually a line that tells about when and where the picture
poem was made. The artist writes his or her signature, and also prints a
design that is a form of signature.
SEALS
The artist may own several signature seals. A friend who particularly likes
the painting or the person who owns the painting may add a seal too. You
might make a design cut into a half of potato or on a wood or linoleum
block. These designs are usually printed in special tomato-red ink. If you do
not want to use this seal printing ink (it’s toxic), use unthinned red acrylic
paint on a sponge as the ink pad.

These bright red designs greatly affect the composition of a poem
painting. You may want to print the seal on a piece of scrap paper and cut it
out. Try placing this in various places to check the composition. When you
are happy, take the scrap paper away and make the ink print there. Don’t
make too many seal prints on one picture!
You will also see that the text of the poem influences the look of the
painting. You might want to use a computer to print out the text in various
fonts. Play with various arrangements of lines. Print the poem on a piece of
scrap paper and cut it out. Try different placements just as you did with the
seal prints. When you are satisfied, you can paste the words on.

Of course it would be even better if you learn and practice calligraphy
(which means beautiful writing) and write the words on with your own hand.
The Chinese say that every person has an individual energy which shows in
their handwriting. They call that energy qi (pronounced chee) and they say
you can see the difference in the qi if the writer got interrupted and had to
begin again later. Here is the Chinese character for qi:

Each stroke in a painting has qi. When you hold the brush, you think
about sending that energy down your arm and out through your hand,

through the brush, and onto the paper. The energy of a painting done with
one or a few energetic strokes is far different from a picture made from lots
of different strokes, many starts and stops, many hesitations.

SQUARE WORDS

Can you read this? Look again. It is in English. Contemporary Chinese
artist Xu Bing combined principles for writing traditional Chinese character
with writing the alphabet the way we do in English. The Asian Art Museum
Education Department has written out our whole alphabet to make it easy for
you to write your name in Square Word calligraphy.
( See http://education.asianart.org/sites/asianart.org/files/resourcedownloads/Calligraphy%20workshop.pdf)
Writing with pictures is called making pictographs. There are some very
old Chinese Pictographs in the article cited above. Check out the way the
character for the word “dragon” has evolved in the downloadable PDF
entitled Word As Art/Art as Words.

Eventually pictures came to represent sounds of words or of ideas,
ideographs. A riddle written by pictures is called a rebus. It can be quite
amusing if the word means something other than what the picture shows. For
example, a picture of a bear might mean that someone is not wearing any
clothes. This is part of how languages developed written form.
Around the world today you see signs that are stylized pictures. No
matter what language you speak, when you are on a highway or in an airport
you can usually figure out what the directions presented by the stick figures
on the signs mean. We call these pictographs icons or emoticons when we
use them on our computers and in our e-mails. You can find whole
dictionaries of these little icons on line. Check out the US Park Service and
highway signs for an interesting “vocabulary” to create your own message.
As you can see, there are many ways to use pictures and signs and
sounds. Play around with your own ideas. You will find that giving yourself
“permission” to think slightly differently about words may get your brain in
the habit of presenting you with valuable poem components.
PASS-AROUND POEMS
It is fun to make a game of writing poems a line at a time, especially
when more than one person is the poet. Chinese and Japanese used to have
parties where they did this. One person would be invited make the first
verse. Everyone else then took turns adding their own lines. (You can see
this would be fun and fast using e-mail!)
There could be rules for the links. You could be asked to use a word or a
rhyme from the previous person’s couplet. You could be asked to move the
story along to a new place, to a new time.
You could all share the poem-writing, adding, taking away, changing the
poems. Remember that poets usually like their poems just the way they
made them. You may need to be very good friends to be able to share this
way. Learning to be tactful about the writing of others is a valuable skill.
TITLES AND TAGS

Haiku did not have titles. Computer files do need a title, a tag. You may
forget what title you gave a poem, but you probably do remember the
subject of the poem. Was it about a cat? A dog? A snowball? Why not
assign each poem a “subject tag”? Then you can file poems alphabetically so
you can find them when you want them.
Organize your poems this way on your computer, or on a disk or thumb
drive or Cloud storage service. Write poems on index cards and file them in
a pretty box. Print them out and file them in a decorated notebook. Before
long you will have enough poems to give them final titles and collect them
in what poets call a chapbook, a booklet.
How did you decide to group your poems? Spring poems? Poems about
pets? Small poems? Poems about a trip? Notice how your poems change
when they are together. Often this gives you an idea for another poem, for
adding a word or line—or you may see something you want to leave out.
This is another level of the creative process.
SHARING WITH THE WORLD
You may enjoy taking an idea from Chinese fans or Tibetan prayer flags.
Let the wind carry your words. Or express your concerns and post them
somewhere significant, in the way people use Jerusalem’s Wailing Wall.
Japanese sometimes write poems on narrow slips of lovely paper and
hang them on a blooming cherry tree for a special occasion. You might print
a poem, fold it up, and hide it someone’s pocket to give them a pleasant
surprise.
OUTTAKES
You have written a poem you like quite well. However, you find a word
that has a sound you love, but the meaning is not quit right. Cross it out?
There is an idea that doesn’t really fit, but it’s such a good idea. Throw it
out?
The muses, or your genie, will not like your failing to appreciate the
gems you have been given so why not do what film makers do? Save the bits
that don’t work as a collection of what are called out takes, unusable but
wonderful film bits where something went wrong.

Here is where you put all those lively lines you so wanted to put at the
end of a poem until you realized that they were like spoiling the punch line
of a joke. You were tempted to sum up the poem, or name the emotion,
telling us how to react, like studio audience canned soundtrack laughter.
Those words are better taken out.
Like a quilt which charms us with its use of fabric remnants, lines take on
a new life collected as outtakes. Not least of all, more wonderful words and
lines and ideas will keep coming to you. After all, you show that you know
what to do with these gifts. You’re not going to throw the great words away;
you’re just moving them to a better place – the outtake file. They may
become poems of their own just as collected outtakes from filmmaking may
become a special feature.
PART II – Revisiting Poem-Making – for mentors and review
Now you are no longer a beginner. We look again at the aforementioned
topics but now we see them differently. Once the appetite has been whetted
and we are no longer afraid of looking ignorant, we can proceed with greater
confidence, greater hunger for the feast that using words poetically,
WordPaint.
Even if you are an adult aiming to mentor some young poet, you should
have enjoyed reviewing terms and ideas in Part 1. All you experienced
poets, helpful guides, you know we use letters to bring certain sounds to our
minds and to our lips. How the letter itself looks is also important. We call
the writing of beautiful letters by the word from Greek language that means
just that: calligraphy. To write English letters we use a specific alphabet.
Over the years writers have developed rules for making these shapes,
whether the letters are made by pen on parchment or by chisel on stone.
Asian language characters are usually made by a brush and that gives them
their own set of challenges and special possibilities, slightly different from
what we do with our letters.
Our alphabet letters are very wonderful designs. They are amazingly
efficient. If you take a piece of paper and cover the lower half of a line of
printing, you will find that you can probably guess most of what the letters

are saying – even with only half of the information. Remarkable design
work, that.
We have developed a streamlined form for writing letters quickly by
hand. You would probably enjoy looking up the terms uncial, majuscule and
miniscule for a glimpse into the development of letter forms as papyrus,
paper, parchment and vellum came into use. We call running form of
handwriting that we use cursive. Then came type and eventually typewriters,
which also influenced the form we give to letters. Today we say we have
many fonts, or styles, of letters to choose from, thanks to a computer and
printer. The term font more properly refers to a complete set of alphabet
letters (and usually numerals as well) designed to be printed with a certain
typeface, often named for its designer.
“Letter look” makes a difference. If there is a lot of text, the reader’s eye
will probably appreciate the helping, guiding pull of a font that has serifs. A
serif is the tiny tail on letters that came from the Romans working on stone.
The man with the chisel discovered that he could make the letters end neatly
by turning his chisel and giving a tap to finish the ends. These horizontal
lines lead the eye. Times New Roman is a font that has serifs. We are very
used to seeing it and we tend to trust it so it has been nicknamed “the
Banker’s Font.
A type, a font, without serifs is called sans serif. Ariel is probably our
most commonly used sans serif font. Helvetica is another font that is so
widely used that you probably do not even notice. It is the san serif
commonly used around the world for traffic signs. (There is a wonderful
film about the font, titled Helvetica appropriately enough, worth searching
out.)
We use san serif fonts to call attention to the words, in headlines, in
advertisements, and the like. It is a little more work to read so you might get
tired reading a lot of it. (Notice that the first time the word sans serif was
used, it was printed in italics. Italics developed from slanted hand writing.
We customarily use the italic form of fonts for words in a foreign language
or perhaps for emphasis.)
Letters suggest sounds in our head even when we read them silently.
Poems are meant to be heard. They really should be read aloud. Scientists
are finding that we store what we have heard in a different part of the brain

from what we have seen or read or merely thought. When you are trying to
remember someone’s name we often trying saying names aloud—we have
stored them phonetically. We guess our way through Fred and Frank and
Phil.
An infant can enjoy the beauty of words sounds long before that baby
understands any of the meaning. A very young child, the two year old,
comes to appreciate a poem read aloud both for its intrinsic sound and for
the meaning of the words. When a child is about five or six, that child will
probably begin to make poems, although for a time they will want someone
else to write the words.
As unavoidably as our shadow follows each of us, words come to us
trailing their past. Languages have histories. To the scholar who knows
Latin, there are shades of meaning that accompany many English words and
influence how we feel about them. Even if we have never studied Latin, we
are vaguely aware that Greek and Latin languages are the source of many of
our English words. There are wonderfully instructive lists readily available
on line and in Wikipedia in particular. It is well worth taking a look at them.
Just as the jazz musician knows from studying music theory or from
inborn talent to understand instinctively, the word painter has the tools of
abstract sound to work with. It will pay the word painter to look again and
again at sound combinations that we usually take for granted. When you are
trying to choose the very best word, thinking about the music of words in
this way may make the difference between good and excellent, ordinary and
thrilling in your poems.
It is worth thinking again about how poets can play with the various
devices that shape the sounds in our word music. Let’s look closely at them.
STOPPERS are the sounds that stop the breath more or less abruptly such as
click tick quick Iraq while the letters b, d, and g(hard) stop the sound a little less
quickly as we see in Bad dog. The letters t and p stop the sound with a quick
tap.
Some consonants bring the sound to a sliding stop. Think of them as the
GLIDERS.We call the letters l, m, n, and r liquids for the watery way they
pour the sound to a halt. We make these sounds in the front of our mouth.
Groan sounds like that at both the front and back end of the word.

We make BREATH STOPS with quite a bit of breath, so we call them
aspirates. They are c, f, g, h, j, s, and x. These words hiss while some
consonants, v, w, y, and z, close the vowel sound with just half a breath.
Buzz.
We can signal to make the effect louder by capitalizing the letter or by using
an exclamation point as punctuation.
Bang!
DumP
STOP

Or we can use all three special effects: percussive consonants,
capitalization, and punctuation. As always, part of the specialness of the
effects depends on our not overusing the device.
DON’T!

We can quiet the effects somewhat by how we surround them. For
example, the ends – front or back – tend to be more noticeable. So we
emphasize the starting sound of a word or the ending sound of a word. The
sound that occurs in the middle of a word will be more subtle.
middle
subtle

(The word subtle comes from Latin: fine textured, under the weaving of a
cloth on the loom. Now that is a very poetic connotation of the word subtle!)
The word that ends a sentence or other unit may stand out even more
because of its location. The beginning of a word is of special importance too,
but the effect will probably be somewhat less dramatic than that at the end.
Perhaps it takes a while to get us to pay attention.
Don’t forget what punctuation signs are designed to tell the reader. When
Emily Dickinson uses a dash, it hurries the reader across the abrupt break in
thought. The comma signals a slowing. Use it even if you have a
conjunction, joining word, if the coming clause could stand independently,
on its own. Use the semicolon to slow us even further; it joins two
independent clauses in a sentence. Each half could stand alone in the spot
light. Give each time to shine. A colon is nearly equivalent to an equals sign.

Use a colon in the following cases: to introduce a list, when giving more
information, but understand that connection is so logical that the slowing
may seem less than when the sentence structure calls for a semicolon.
Do you feel the slowing hesitation of a question mark?
The period brings us to a full stop.
A poem may use no punctuation at all
We call attention to a sound or a word by repeating it. REPEAT, repeat,
repeat
fiddle diddle diddle

We may choose to RHYME the word exactly, as in fiddle diddle, a full
rhyme
or only approximately, as fiddle faddle, an off-rhyme, near or slant rhyme
and we can rhyme the word at its end or at the sentence end or line end
or only rhyme it in the middle of the word, sentence, or line.
If we repeat vowel sounds we call it ASSONANCE. The effect is more
subtle than repeating the consonant sound at the beginning of a number of
words, ALLITERATION. In a poem we often like to hear some of these
repetitions. The s sounds recurring in the following lines help create the
feeling of waves on the shore.
storm-driven
the wave yet hesitates
pours out in pure
and generous measure …

Alliteration calls a lot of attention to itself, so we probably will usually
want to use this special effect with enough moderation to keep it special.
Tiptoe through those tulips.

ONOMATOPOEIA means using words that sounds like what they say,
for example, moo and hiss. Echoic words like slice imitate the meaning’s
sound in a subtle way which can be very appealing.

… crisp crackle sounds in the woods
as branches let go their ice coats,
the offstage rustle like large ladies’ skirts
before snow clumsy thumps
from spruce bough to the snow below …

When we read a poem we are listening to the abstract music of the words.
Those rhythms constitute the real humor of the following poem:
ONOMATOPOPCORN
clink
plunk
pop pop
pause
here come the popcorn poems
bend down, ear close
can you hear that
racketing under the lid
when the kernels get hot, hot, heck it’s hot
hear them corn babies
muffled laughter stomping hootin’ hoedown
torrid tango tappin’ frenzy in there
temporary
cease fire lift the lid
cautious
peek POW ZAP
MAJOR missile action
got no calories, mostly metaphor
sultan of Similes, shake it like a man
on the edge of total burn up
win or lose it all
fill the bowl
to over
flowing

Sometimes it seems a bother to read aloud a poem in progress. Do take
the time to hear how your words sound. They are music. Some composers
can hear their musical compositions in their heads. Musicians learn to read
music in their heads just as we learn to read words in our heads. Sometimes
you see a pianist practicing not at a keyboard but with just the slightest

twitch of the fingers. Subtleties of rhythm will become more obvious when
the poem is perceived aloud.
It was precisely the attributes of rhythm and rhyme which allowed the
poets of ancient Greece to commit to memory long passages of early poems
such as the Iliad and the Odyssey. Not many years ago it was mandatory for
school children to commit poems to memory and then recite them. Poetry
out loud is making a reappearance in our schools.
Spotted Sandpiper
Just at the silver seam
between the sea and shore
the spotted sandpiper
teeters, speaks softly to itself
a poem it has by heart

The image of the sandpiper and the teetering, recurring S sounds help this
bird-watching author recite the poem by heart. It was chosen by Wes
McNair, Maine’s Poet Laureate for 2011 for inclusion in the series Take
Heart: A Conversation in Poetry, Maine writer’s poems published weekly in
newspapers. Look at your poems with an eye to committing them to memory
and you may come up with small tweaks and adjustments that make the
poem truly memorable.
It’s not just sound of a poem that we respond to. How a poem looks
cannot be ignored. It is fun to play with the letters and words. How they look
may make a funny picture. A single word can make a joke or a picture for
us. A word picture is part way to being a poem. Different letters not only
stand for different sounds, the different sounds also tell us something of a
story. Are these words a poem or a picture, or both? Should we call that
onomato-see-ia? (You may wish to take careful note of your reaction to
puns.)
Shaped poems use the space (and perhaps even the look of the font) to
reinforce what the poem is saying.
The shaped poem can be simple like the small poem we met earlier,
slightly more sophisticated, like the one here, or the effect may be so subtle
that it is not immediately recognized as shaped.
Lightning

When one pictures
Mr. Frost on
his New England
barn roof
bringing down
all those
poems
with a lightning
rod
the awful
danger
of
being
a poet
hits
but
for some of us a poem flickers
out there at the edge of mind like some form of heat lightning, sheet lightning
shimmering radiance, unbounded generosity

IMAGE and FEELING
We humans have a number of senses that bring information from the
outside world into the inside of us. We do some deliberate arranging of
sensations of smell when we make and wear perfumes. We are using taste
when we design and eat our meals, the art of cooking. We appeal to our
touch with textiles of velvet and plush, or when we polish a surface smooth
or tickle with a feather. A good poem probably appeals to more than one of
our senses:
A hundred tiny birds come
linking whispered calls
low through the dripping spruce.
Like smoke they flow
up across the granite boulder face
pausing only briefly
over the glow of moss
Ink-grey Juncos migrating
white tail feathers flashing
brief signals of intent

Count the little birds; hear them, feel the damp; watch them, color them
and compare smoky and glowing light.
We call it graphic art when we draw. Visual art may include painting and
photography, and of course, to some extent that includes the shaped poem
and the very letters themselves.
We call it aural art when we appeal to our ears, our hearing, as in music,
speech, and reading poems aloud. Theater is combination of the visual and
the aural, and adds a dimension of movement. The sense of movement,
kinesthetic art, we enjoy in dance and sports. The neural activity for
movement is more generalized over the body than for the forms of
perception which use principally one type of receptor, such as eyes, with the
interpretation chiefly in our brain.
Our brain – ah, yes, we can visualize in our brains with our eyes shut. We
can hear sounds, tunes in our head. We can read silently to ourselves. We
can choose words to express what we feel. Now we are using the language
arts. We can even think thoughts in other ways, such as the way a
mathematician can think in numbers. We can be creative in all these ways.
Image + feeling = art.
For something to seem like art to us we usually mean that we have an
image from the outside. We take it in and react with a feeling, an emotion.
Image with no feeling can be decorative, can be skilled craft, but art is
usually something more. We return again and again to a piece of art, whether
it is a painting, a poem or a piece of music, or dance, or theater. With each
return we experience the energy of some fresh or deeper meaning or feeling.
No energy = no art
Energy alone does not equal art.
Now look again at our poem. Notice that while the first two verses of this
poem are appealing pictures, the poem gets more interesting in the very last
line:
A hundred tiny birds come
linking whispered calls

low through the dripping spruce.
Like smoke they flow
up across the granite boulder face
pausing only briefly
over the glow of moss
Ink-grey Juncos migrating
white tail feathers flashing
brief signals of intent

What is intent for a group of birds? The poet leaves the reader with this
unspoken question to ponder. You might also enjoy realizing that the poet
intended to bring the reader down with the word low introducing the bottom
line of that triplet. The words of the second stanza carry the reader up
through four lines (one more than three!), up across a longer line, pausing,
halting, with the closing of the consonant p and the brief stop of the letter b
before sliding over the open vowels of over, glow, and moss. The birds and the
–ing words flash across the mind with vibrating flickers and vanish with the
final t sound. The reader is not expected to ferret all this out, but it is fun to
know that the poet delighted in crafting the poem by choosing the words
with this in (subconscious?) mind, listening to the abstract music in the
words themselves.
Nothing in this next poem happens by chance but the third stanza seems
quite abstract.
BEACH GLASS
Sometimes
I want to write poems
lines written by refrigerator magnets
aleatory anarchy
laughing zen blue rondo loon blooming lights Christmas twinkling lizard
stacked chocolate stacked chips stacked
the lovely way a child tosses a palm full of beach glass to the sky just to see
the blue bits race the green ones down

Young children, up to third or fourth grade, may be principally interested
in exploring and enjoying the process of making art, not concerned much
with producing a product. They may find it quite puzzling to be asked of

their picture, “What is it?” A picture may not be intended to represent any
image. Their painting may or may not reveal some of the emotions the child
is feeling. It surely does represent getting to know the medium, the
capabilities of both artist and material, the medium and the message. This is
important.
Dribbling paint
scribbling lines
spouting words
can feel like fun for a while,
can provide a fresh idea,
a new approach,
but eventually we, especially grownups, may want it to mean something.
The construction of the poem above is not aleatory, by chance, but is
composed with an abstract progression of sounds and ideas. Abstract art
gives us an experience possibly, probably, a pattern which, wonderfully,
may evoke a feeling, an emotional response in us. This does not have to
correspond with any logical or realistic or representational conventions, but
it does have to be evocative and engage us, or we will give up and go away.
The artist may have to give us some hints, clues, suggestions, references.
We may not want an explanation – leave some of the fun to us, thank you –
but we would appreciate something to get us started in the right direction. A
good title, a suggestion rather than an explanation, may do this for a poem or
for a painting or a piece of music. The title may even be incorporated
seamlessly into the body of the poem:
DAWN EAGLE
glides dark above the spruce
at just enough daybreak
to throw cloud shapes
across the bay,
edged at island tide marks
with a trace of old snow.
North wind ruffles the bay,
but here’s this year’s eagle last summer’s chick?
I see the bird not quite crow-black,
that shadow pattern
borrowed of the distant hills,

cold rocks, bare trees
it reads as future,
subtle sign of spring.

IMAGE
What do we mean by image? That seems pretty easy. Take a camera and
go out and capture a collection of them. Or take a sketch pad and fill it with
your drawings. Or do both. Bring back the images, the visual gestures, and
begin to work with them. Do they have any meaning? Any emotional
resonance? Do they look better upside down? Bigger? Smaller? Reversed?
In color? Black and white? Repeated? What if you put two together - do they
tell a story? That is narrative, made in the same way that notes make
melody. As we look over the devices of poetry we will get a feeling for what
differentiates a poem from a bit of prose. If we want a poem rather than a
story, we will know how to tweak the material.
But the big question is still, does the image provoke a feeling in us?
Some of us may not be used to identifying when we ourselves are feeling a
feeling. We may not know how recognize when we have provoked someone
else to feel a feeling. Examining and labeling our feelings may be a good
exercise as well. When you are composing your own poem, you would want
to be aware of the words that indicate your feelings as author.
Fall Tweed
Ridiculously humble name
for the gallant
little spindle
of a bird, brown creeper
fluttering down with the
rain-driven leaves
to begin again
its persistent ascent
of the threadbare birch
weaving life, the only
anti-entropic force
in the wintry universe.

Notice that the adjective “ridiculously” in this poem is a judgment. Do
you agree that the little bird is in any way ridiculous? The words of the
second verse are not mocking or dismissive. By the end of the poem the

reader has addressed the grandest questions of all so we have moved both
down and up again, have we not?
Examining and labeling the feelings that an image evokes is a good
practice. What do your photos and sketches have to say about what you feel?
How about advertisements in magazines? Do those pictures evoke some
feeling in you? Can you say why they do?
When we wake up from a dream, often we can remember the feeling long
after we have forgotten the images. When we are quietly meditating, or day
dreaming, or falling off to sleep, we may be presented with very interesting
images and feelings. These can be a source of inspiration for our art works.
That well never goes dry. We just have to practice asking and then show up
to receive the gifts of the muses.
COLLECTING
We have to show that we are prepared to use the gifts. We have to learn
our craft. We need spelling and grammar and vocabulary, just as we need
paint and brushes and paper. You may wish to form the good habit of
keeping a dictionary by you in your favorite place to read. Words are
fascinating. They not only have sounds and use, but they have a history,
which clues you in to the shadows those words cast for people who have
seen them before.
You can order inks and paints and brushes from an art supply store, but
you cannot order words. You need to learn your own vocabulary. You begin
with a dictionary and a thesaurus and much reading, but these building
blocks have to go into your head. There they rattle around mysteriously,
magically, and come out arranged as poetry or prose. That has happen in the
head before it can happen on the paper.
You will also want what a biologist would call a field notebook. You
write in it the interesting observations of your day. Did a funny phrase occur
to you? Write it down and you will have it for later use. Did an interesting
idea flit into your consciousness? Capture it. Did you read something you
like? Write it in your notebook, but be sure you enclose it with quotation
marks. That way, later, when you wish to use those words, you will know
that perhaps someone needs to be credited with them. Perhaps not, but
plagiarism is a tricky business. Saying “I forgot” is no excuse for using

someone else’s literary property—as some people who ought to have known
better found out to their sorrow. Mark the words you borrow as you borrow
them, and you can figure out later how to use them.
If you are fortunate enough to be invited to compose a poem for a
celebration, this notebook may lift your poem from the pedestrian to the
sublime. Your conscious brain knows full well the facts to include, but the
muses tend to send their truly poetic gifts on their own schedule. If you have
a good supply of these phrases in your notebook, you can cull or adapt the
appropriate ones.
When the author was asked to compose a poem to celebrate the 2006
opening of the Penobscot Narrows Bridge, a rather specific list of topics was
requested. The poem was to highlight the tying together of Maine’s
geography. The poem became an opportunity to play with the music inherent
in the place names. Wordpaint as jazz.
Gluskabe’s River Song
All the night long
as the storm tracks by,
southerly winds from out at sea
push ocean back into the bay
Hear Gluskabe
paddling by in his stone canoe
the shouts and smacks
as he urges the Penobscot back
back by waves
past the Eggemoggin Reach
on beyond the quiet Bagaduce
under the place where the sinewed seam
stitches bank to bank
beyond Bangor
rippling round the Indian Island
on to Orono, to Millinocket
threading through Maine Woods
till pure and clear
what’s left of water
—clouds—
reach Wabanaki heart
Katahdin

and regroup
for yet another schussing run
downriver through the towns and mills
out to dawn
and sea

A FEW OBSERVATIONS
Try to keep in mind that making art and selling art are not the same thing.
Aesthetics is not the same thing as economics. Art making is risk taking. It’s
affordable.
Somehow keeping your word treasures, your graphic sketches, your
wisps of melody written down and saved in box or bag or folder or notebook
sends a signal to your imagination, your muse, your genie. Here is an artist
who means business! The brilliant ideas then, eventually, shower forth.
Don’t tell us; show us. Don’t push the elephant. This refers to how you
catch an elephant, the art of catching elephants. You go out into the forest
and dig a big hole. Then you go around to the far side of the hole and wave
bananas. Sure enough, along comes a very big elephant, which spots those
bananas, and, Whump! You have yourself an elephant.
(If you had tried to circle around behind the elephant and you leaned on it
and pushed, you almost certainly would have been squashed.
End of art.)
Delight is in the (right) details. If you have provided your elephant trap
with a meaningful supply of delicious fruits and flowers – that is, adequate
and coherent sensory details – the elephant will be content to remain in there
for good long while, long enough to feel some emotion.
By ‘emotion’ we may not mean the sensation of feeling happy or sad, but
we do mean that there will be an element of engagement, an attraction to a
meaningful message, be it pleasant or painful. There will be something the
art maker wants the viewer/hearer/reader to think about, something to be felt
with considerable force. That is why the temptation to push that elephant is
so strong.
Does the poet tell how to feel as this poem unfolds?

HAWK
I never saw anything like that the tiny twig of tongue
of the dazed hawk,
flickering soundlessly, saying what?
I never had heard my husband
Yankee deacon in all the old ways
say anything like “Holy shit” which followed the gunshot sound
of hawk hitting window
- nor the groans of tender anguish
as he looked through the glass
at the great russet, downed, panting bird
among the autumn leaves

But the reader surely knows from the choice of words and the fading
sounds of the last line.
PROSE vs. POETRY
The moment we sit down to write, we can choose where on the paper or
computer screen to begin. That is, we set the left margin. You the artist can
set that margin wherever you want it. Experiment. See how it works.
As soon as you have started out and reach the other side of that very first
line, you are faced with a challenge. Where do you go next? When paper
was scarce, people wrote all over the page, with as little wasted for margins
as they could manage. When civilizations were just getting the hang of
writing things down, in those early days – think Romans again – one would
write a line of words withnopunctuationnocapitalsnospaces, and then turn
around and head back on the next line. We writers did eventually figure out
that spaces help, making a single large letter to signal when to begin was a
help; and so was putting in a comma to tell the reader to pause, slow down,
and a period to signal a full stop.
Poets were not long in discovering that this idea, the turning, the verse as
the Romans would have said, was a useful device.
We usually write our prose with margins flush with the edge of the paper
at both sides. Poems are different. The margins are often your first tip that

you are dealing with poetry, not prose. Poetry revels in line. We have seen
that in a shaped poem the poet decides to turn the line wherever it draws the
best picture on the page. In all poems however, the poet needs to decide
where to turn the line. The line turning should tell the reader something,
whether it is directing a patterns of thought or of sound.
Christmas Light Contest
It’s layers of time
make midwinter nights dark,
the press of past like annual rings
in wind-snapped spruce:
a century of succession
years good, some not
of high school proms
and graduations
when the bridge was built
when Dad was born
the year that Russian trawlers
anchored just off shore
the year that Grandma died
the grocery burned
sardine factory closed
the year when Lisa had twins
and the neighbor’s boy was killed in ‘Nam
when Dad’s sternman drowned
when we got internet, email,
broadband, Netflix, Facebook,
hacked
Sometimes we just go driving round the Island
to see the colored lights –
red and green,
all blue, or clear and twinkling –
Folks keep them lit
on roofs and trees
and backyard boats till spring,
cheering comfort,
small acts of civic generosity.

In modern free verse, which developed early in the twentieth century, the
poet is free to turn the line wherever it seems best.
COUPLETS
We often like the look of lines in pairs, couples. They may not really be
questions and answers, but two lines seem comfortable together, handsome
spatial couplets.
TRIPLETS
Three lines grouped together is a swinging thing. This is a very jazzy
form, perhaps a result of the African call-and response.
Statement,
answer,
oh, yeah.

QUATRAINS
Sets of four lines made up English poetry for centuries. Even though we
may not do these forms any more, we may think that poems look good that
way. These days we tend not to count very well. A quatrain may be followed
by groups of three, or five or six lines. Whatever. A page of quatrains
somehow looks like it must be a good poem.
METER
The flow of weak and strongly stressed speech accents is called rhythm.
The pattern is meter. Free verse has implicit meter, but in a free, not
prescribed pattern. Rhythm and meter are the heart beat of poetry.
In both Latin and Greek there are rules for deciding whether a syllable is
long or short, stressed or unstressed. Certain case endings make it long, two
consonants make it stressed, etc. French is likely to be heard as a grand rush
of sound with little strong/weak pulse. In English, however, we make jokes
about putting the em-PHASis on the WRONG sylLABble. You have to develop
what we call an ear for the language. Too often, even for the native speaker,

scanning a line of poetry feels like describing the emperor’s new clothes.
Everyone hears it but us.
us of a pacing horse, a trotting horse, a
galloping horse. Clip clop, clip clop, clip clop. These beats have kept their Greek
names: iamb, trochee, spondee, dactyl, anapest. Weak/ strong, weak/strong:
we call this paired pattern of weak/strong by the term iambic feet. Five of
these pulses, these heart beats, are about what the human breath can sustain
in one go. We call the metric framework of that length pentameter, or five
metrical units. It is the most common form in English language poetry. This
iambic pentameter is the form used in sonnets, by Shakespeare, by Robert
Frost. Frost uses the form in such a natural-sounding way that many people
would be surprised to know that the poems are written in iambic pentameter
and grouped in couplets or quatrains.
Ta-dum, ta-dum, ta-dum…Reminds

When you read poetry out loud, you can often hear the underlying beat
more clearly. You know how to compose verse in meter; haven’t you ever
made up a limerick? The form is so well known that we instinctively know
what to do when we want our poem to be limerick, wit, meter, rhyme
scheme and all.
When you write your own verse, you will want to listen carefully to the
beat you have put into it, especially as you may well have done so
unconsciously. Playing with the rhythm, the beat, making it more regular,
less regular, more noticeable, less noticeable, may be very useful to you.
THE PAUSE
In music the composer writes a rest. In a painting, the artist thinks
carefully about blank space, the background around the figure of a painting.
If a painting had no visual pauses, we would probably say it was “too busy”.
If a person speaks with no pauses, we would probably find ourselves
annoyed. Are we being rushed, bossed about, agitated, frightened? Not good.
Inside a line is where you might to pause:
SWEET PEA TRELLIS
Bright white, pale blue, dear pink Sweet peas look freshly ironed

Modestly proud, daintily tough
Rarely seen shriveled, aged or torn
But at night their tendrils grope in the dark
For support
like the rest of us

The reader, like the plant, is forced to grope for a bit, are they not?
Learn to use the silences of a pause. In the middle of a line of poetry this
pause is called a caesura (“sigh zhoora”, from Latin to cut). At the end of a
line there is a line break. When the thought of the line continues over into
the next line like two legs of a phrase straddling a gap, we call that by the
term from French, enjambment (sounds like strawberry jam).
Unfortunately some people think it sophisticated to rush from one line to
another. The listener would never realize that there were line endings. As
you read a poem aloud, consider carefully whether the line break indicates a
pause or whether you are looking at an enjambment that is meant to hurry
you on for some effect. Inept and arbitrary line endings may create a singsong effect which sounds most unfortunately affected.
At the end of a stanza, we find a stanza break.
A stanza is another term we owe to Latin, meaning the place where we
stand. In the structural sense of a poem, a stanza can be thought of as a room
where a bit of the poem happens. It is much like the picture frame the painter
of photographer uses. Cropping the image can greatly effect the impression
it makes. Take scissors and a paper frame and try cropping—which may be
resizing, repositioning or reframing—your images or photographs from a
magazine. Photocopy the results and compare different versions. Similarly
you can change your poem by how you make lines, how you pause between
them, how you group them into sets by even longer pauses, etc
.
A pause is not just a stop. A pause is the small blank space where you
gather yourself before you jump over the pause. This may have the effect of
slowing you down, but it is also very likely to speed you up. You pause,
gather yourself, and in a springing leap, hurry on. As a poet you can use this,
especially at the line break.
Let us assume that a poem can be like an art gallery. There are stanzas,
rooms. All the pictures in one room can relate to each other. They may have

a theme, a common subject, a single artist, a predominant color or mood. So
with the stanzas, the verse, in a poem.
You can be even more firm about the pauses. You can create sections in a
poem. Like a succession of rooms in a gallery, movements in a symphony,
or acts in a play, the series will create an arrangement. An arrangement
creates a series. What sort of logic can there be?
First, there could be no rhyme nor reason (a phrase with a good sound
basis). We have observed that there may be randomness, or scatter. And that
we may have limited tolerance for that.
Sections may suggest the progression of time, such as the year’s seasons,
the ages of man, or yesterday/today/tomorrow. The series may be place, for
example New York /New Jersey/Pennsylvania. Perhaps we sing of the finger
bone connected to the wrist bone, the arm bone, etc.
If we choose to present our poem as a single unit, there may be a limit to
how large a block of text the reader is willing to venture. Consider how long
a paragraph we find comfortable. A prose paragraph is often limited to one
main thought or one principal event. How many paragraphs can you string
together as a prose poem? Since one characteristic of the prose poem is that
it is usually highly narrative, the answer is that you can use pages and pages.
The popularity of this form –and indeed stylistic conventions for it—vary
from time to time and country to country. Since the form is destined to be
iconoclastic, neither strictly prose nor poetry, expect all possible variations
of line endings or no, paragraph breaks or no.
Elvers
I see him walking on the clam flats
by the great butterfly bat wing nets.
What is it about his jeans, cap, and rubber boots signals Islander
just as surely as he reads me woman-from-away
before we even speak?
What are you catching?
Eels,
he calls over his shoulder and keeps on slogging.
It seems inappropriate to continue hollering on the early morning air
so I stand on a rock and wait.
He’s not going to hurry his pace.
I’m not going to retreat.

We wait
for each other to finish our business.
I eye the rigging: four huge gray butterflies or bats,
take your choice depending on how macabre your taste,
or whether you know the symbol for bat wings on Ming pottery.
Dead panels, like a drowned embrace, drape full slack across the
mud to hang when the tide comes back
suspended from plastic pipe strung like soda straws on pot warp lines
bright orange, perhaps from one great spool strung out across the
cove here to bamboo, there to aluminum tent pole
guyed all in turn by more orange warp and weighted
at the ends by granite.
The mans slogs slowly from rock to rock
adjusting the muddy weights with some private precision
righting and pressing the poles to his own satisfaction.
At the confluence of each wingspread a wooden box,
not all that different from a shoe box
except that at each hinder end he’s hung a bag like pantyhose.
Carefully he does not glance my way, carefully he inspects
this masonite center of mysteries, reties its knots
and makes his way closer to where I stand.
If he’s reluctant he’s damned if he’ll show it and he says to me
Elvers, glass eels you might call ‘em. Send ‘em to the Orient.
I want to tell him of the ancient lucky symbol but I say instead
Do you ever eat them?
Nope.
Do you go smelting too?
Why yes, he says, and quickly calculating what else I need to
understand he manages not to sound condescending as he tells me
you can’t go smelting at the same time you have these traps out.
Generously he adds
I go to a nice creek up the cove for smelts.
I like to go for smelts, myself. Fry up a good munch.
Have ‘em for breakfast, or whatever meal comes next.
I recognize he’s telling me something about the order of his life
so I ask, Do you check these traps every tide?
Yep.
Did you just get some?
No, I’m readjusting them now.
He says without my asking
The elvers only run at night. You ought to come down here then.
It’s a sight to see, all the lights.
I ask what time the tide is high tonight.
Two-thirty he thinks. He’s not lobstering just now. Elvers make a nice
way to fill in. He can make a couple hundred a night.

But don’t quit your day job? I say
surprised when he does not banter but says instead
I get kind of tired, but it’s nice down here at night. I hope we don’t
bother them up at the house. You from the house?
No, I’m not.
Well, You want to come see.
Just a statement he makes, and I thank him and say
I will come some time, hating that it sounds so much like empty
courtesy.
A pause, sheerer than bat wings hangs in the air
as I calculate back and say,
You saw the comet here, then?
He straightens up, hands dripping from the fresh water sluice
of the little creek pushing back the sea.
Perhaps because he’s been skirting so near the beauty of what keeps
him here unmasked delight ambushes his face.
He throws his arms north to the heavens
in a wide gesture full of the wildness of it all.
Right up there it was, he says.
He meets my gaze and we grin together, cosmic islanders.
I’ll come some night, I say.
Me and the wife, he mumbles, just to be sure there was no
misunderstanding,
We’ll see ya.

A pair offers aesthetic possibilities. Two equal halves, like a clamshell, or
a butterfly’s wings? Or the contrast of yin and yang. Painters in Europe
found the triptych, three panels, a useful form for church art. It’s simple
math: the number of ways that three parts can possibly interact is very rich,
definitely adding up to more that the sum of the parts.
When you move your poem to a digital gadget’s screen, however, your
options are more limited. The following poem(s) could be presented as three
separate poems to be scrolled through sequentially.
Naturalist in Church
Lectionary Field Notes
I -THE CHRISTMAS BAT
The wakened bat
at the Christmas pageant
twittering back and forth
across the nave
announced its coming so forcefully

we all gazed heavenward
in spite of ourselves

II -THE EASTER SPIDER
A spider
lowered
itself
down
the entire
length
of the cross
they had nailed
above the altar
its support so utterly invisible
it looked like faith

On paper Sections 1 and 2 make an obvious pair, with liturgical calendar
as an underlying theme. To cast this third poem as the heart of the matter
would be possible—and appropriate— in a triptych made on paper.
Morning Meditation
As we sit around a candle in the sanctuary
we close our eyes, follow the breath,
safe in our circle of faithful friends
free to lay down our arms and go deep
into that vast inner space while outside
the wind pounds the roof and steeple,
the walls creak and gasp.
Sharp crack of the door latch
again and yet again
the candle shivers each time
as the Holy Spirit enters
and the small old church breathes
us.

Both Japanese and Chinese artists have made lovely screens from
assembling a series of panels. The scene depicted may be an extended
whole, a simple repetition, or variations on a theme. In Western classical
music this theme-and-variation form is quite familiar.

EXPECTATION
Familiarity, suggesting what “ought” to come next, is a major tool. We
set up an expectation, and deliciously we either gratify that, or deny it,
perhaps prolonging the suspense before resolving the question. The poet can
set up a rhythm, a repetition, a rhyme. We can also repeat a pattern of
thought, of logic, of custom. We are free to set up the rules of the game or
adhere to classical forms.
Too much familiarity and we are bored. Poems or paintings or melodies,
chord changes, stories, jokes – any of these that are too predictable we call
hackneyed, boring, trite. (This is a problem with choosing a subject like
love, life, death, the sunset, my cat, the stars, etc. We may have a pretty
good idea what you will be saying and not even wait around to see if we are
right.)
We like a little surprise. We enjoy novelty. As we have observed, we
cannot be surprised by the next object in a random series because the pattern
elements are so scattered that we cannot form expectations. We do not see a
pattern; we cannot anticipate. We just grow weary.
Since we tend to like the comfort and heightened delight of a recurring
pattern, we may feel frustrated or confused or left out if we “don’t get it”.
Do not put down words and ramble on, repeating, again and again.
Redundancy is not what we are after.
Conversely, you will not be well served by making your choices obscure
and dense in the mistaken idea that this makes them sophisticated.
Children’s poetry often contains new juxtapositions of sound and meaning
that are most delightfully original. This is freshness that gives energy.
PRESENTATION
Don’t look for old-fashioned paper books to disappear. They have their
own distinct advantages. After all, pie is not cake. We like both. You do not
have to choose only one form for presenting your work, but you might enjoy
thinking about other ways to present your poems..

It seems to be traditional in cities in China to write your poems on the
sidewalk—in water. That is an interesting and sufficiently evanescent form
of writing to be legal in public places. We are not going suggest urban
graffiti, however.
You might consider making an artist book for your poem. What is an
artist book? Made by an artist? Yes. An art object? Yes. A deliberate
combination of words and graphics? Usually.

In the depths of this box is photograph of dory moored in a Maine cove
with its nets cast into the waters.

Raise the lid of the box, and there on a surface as shiny as mackerel
scales you will find this poem:
Mackerel
Out of mind’s vast dark deep
they come
racing into coves
in pursuit perhaps of herring
flashes of silvery blue
black- barred stanzas
together writing
ripples of reality
You don’t call mackerel
You know the tide
and go out in your boat
or onto the pier
and you wait
knowing that unless
the line or net is in the water
no one ever catches the
meaning
or the music

Or consider this blossom poem about a summer squash. There is no
reason to stick to book-like structures. In a container with the flower is
propped a fork and in its tines you will find a card with this poem:

Attasquash
With surprise I recognize
that summer squash is in the bag
that hits the table with distinctive sound
no more describable than the subtle taste
of this elegant vegetable lightly cooked,
lightly spiced. Clear yellow radiance of
abundance on my silver fork outshines
the hot nasturtium colors shimmering
with butterflies in the garden.
Attasquash, crookneck, Cucurbito pepo—
such dismissive and ridiculous names
for so delicate a vegetable
ephemeral in its young perfection.
Are we so beguiled by sweet young things
that we laud the strawberry and peach,
all but ignoring unassertive squash?
Ask the old and overlooked among us.

The bay doesn’t fit
In my bottle.
The minnows and the crab,
They become dragons
And I hear the thunder.

The following poem was printed on the handle of an actual lobster pot buoy
which was auctioned off for the benefit of Penobscot East Resource Center.
Moving Day, Lobsters
Along the valleys
of the ocean floor

improbable as streams
of bison in the bay
but green and clawed
they tiptoe out to sea
unobserved
as summer went
with less flourish
than the birch leaves fell.
The sea looks bleak
without the buoy confetti
for now first snow
is in the air
and only arctic ducks
still fish inshore.

Light pages are another possible contemporary art form, in this case
made possible by the revolution in digital media. The author and
photographer Ann Flewelling joined forces to form Threehalf Press. In
addition to producing traditional books, via Threehalf Press we explore the
possibilities of web sites for presenting poems on line. We coined the term
light pages for the way take advantage of the distinctive luminescence of the
screens of smartphones, tablets and computer monitors to present poems and
pictures.
The look is most attractive, as hypnotic in its own way as color television
was when it was first introduced. A photograph presented alongside a poem
can be very effective, especially when accompanied by a sound file of the
poet reading the poem. It is perhaps more interesting if the photograph does
not illustrate but rather compliments the images in the poem. Where the
words and the photographs sit on the page may be determined by html or
screen limitations. Given all those options to save your word, audio, and
jpeg files in the Cloud via something like Dropbox or Google Drive or
Amazon Cloud, not to mention Kindle Direct Publishing, light pages might
well be your choice for presenting your poetic creations on the screens of a
variety of mobile devices.

Billy Collins on Vacation in Maine
I am standing on the deck overlooking the shore
in bare feet with a cup of steaming tea, opera on the radio,
watching seagulls and a lone man in a plastic kayak
which barely zigzags as he chants to seals while
the first clouds climb the rigging above the bay.
A white lobster boat draws unhurried circles
and the drone is carried by the gulls
to wedge between the bars of Verdi’s quartet.
I study last night’s wine glass on the railing
lit by a ray of sun which goes on to
gather blueberries and ferns and a small sparrow.
Cats watching through the window wear calico shadows
borrowed from the birches like the green
fleece pulled on over my nightgown,
which I pull closer to my shoulders
feeling what it’s like to be Billy Collins in Maine.

Perhaps currently the easiest way to create light pages for your tablet or
smartphone is to create a PDF which you then upload into the cloud via
Google Drive or Dropbox or Amazon Cloud. You will love the way they
look on screen.

Are you both the writer and the photographer? Many poets are also
artists. The English poet, painter and print maker William Blake comes
immediately to mind as well as poets e.e. cummings, Lawrence Ferlinghetti
and Elizabeth Bishop. As well as wielding both pen and paintbrush, poets
and painters have long partnered in producing works. It should come as no
surprise that the artistic ferment which was Renaissance Florence gave us
the words of Leonardo da Vinci which are translated more or less as
“Painting is poetry seen and felt rather than heard; poetry is painting heard.”
An interesting way to think about poems and paintings is to consider
ekphrasis. From the Greek for the rhetorical device of speaking out,
declaiming, this describing a visual art experience in words seems to add
significance. Homer’s description of Achilles’ shield in the Iliad is often
cited as the earliest example of ekphrasis in literature. Romantic poet John
Keats gave us Ode on a Grecian Urn. Modern museums often invite poets to
describe the museum’s visual holdings. The author is honored to have her
poem Wren displayed in the Maier Museum of Randolph College in
Lynchburg,Virginia with John J. Audubon’s image:

Wren
One small white flower
in the dark of spruce shadow
dreams itself a wren

Museums may also invite the poet to read by an appropriate painting or
other art installation. The local Audubon chapter invited the author to read
bird poems on a nature walk. The experiment resulted in an ekphrasis of
sorts, a collection of photographs made by the chapter members which were
then paired with the author’s bird poems in a book entitled A Sky of Birds.

MORE POSSIBILITIES

The worlds of advertising and poster-making play with combining letter
shapes, word meanings, and graphic images. Once you allow yourself to
play with these combinations you may find it’s like eating popcorn. You just
can’t stop. It is probably good practice for the poet who is always seeking
fresher, more meaningful ways of using words to express images.
kick,
stars and stripes forever
Not only are words and pictorial images combined in ever-evolving ways
as modern technology presents us with new possibilities, we can also look
back through time and look around the globe for other poem possibilities
that we may want to try. It would pay the poet to explore both the history
and the making of hieroglyphics, emoticons, and just plain doodles. You
could think of all of them as descriptoglyphs. Doesn’t that have an intriguing
sound?
poem
(hikers, heart, …)
Xu Bing, the contemporary Chinese artist who gave us the Square Word
calligraphy we met before and will consider in more detail later, in 2012
gave the world a new novella, Book from the Ground: From Point-to-Point
which may be interpreted in the brain as words, but visually there are none,
only icons. (Does that make this work a rebus?)

Sample page from Xu Bing's Book from the Ground: From Point-to-Point

Conversely, his installation, Book from the Sky, looked like words in
Chinese calligraphy, but the hand printed books lying open on stands on the
floor and the overhead scrolls and the 4,000 wood printing blocks he carved
not are actually readable. The work takes up an entire room and landed Xu
in trouble with the government when it was first exhibited in Beijing in
1988. Subsequently it was exhibited in several museums around the world,
creating a sensation in the western world.

Book from the Sky, http://flickr.com/photos/75088974@N00/160662196

Book From the Sky, Xu Bing, http://www.booklyn.org/artists/book_from_sky.jpg

Are these installations artist’s books, conceptual art, installations,
experiences, what? Art can no more be rightly consigned to separate and
labeled file boxes than can life. No wonder we talk about thinking creatively
as outside the box! These works of Xu’s are certainly not what we would
usually call poems. His Square Word calligraphy challenges on a most
elementary level how we think about words and images. His works are
relevant therefore to both poems and paintings. As an artist born in
Chongqing, China in 1955, made welcome in Europe and USA after some
difficult years with his home country, and now working globally, Xu Bing is
a living testament to the saying that East Meets West or vice versa. East of
what? West of where?
Today’s school children are perhaps more globally aware than any
generation preceding them. The world of the arts also probably appears more
fluid to them than to previous generations. A form of poetry that they
probably take quite for granted is the haiku. They may not even think of the
Chinese and Japanese origins of the form. How many of us have studied the
adult version of haiku? Usually we see haiku in English. Here is a taste of
what might be called the first pouring off the tea leaves, haiku in Japanese
language, written in romaji (“roman letter”), if not in characters.
Bashō is considered by many to be the finest maker of haiku ever. He is
credited with raising mere amusement verse to a much more significant art.
The banana leaf with which he sometimes signed his work was a visual pun
on his name.
furuike ya
kawazu tobikomu
mizu no oto
old pond…
frog leaps in
water’s sound
BASHŌ (1643 -1694)

Sengai was Abbot of one of Japan’s most influential Zen Buddhist
monasteries at a time when Zen was a supremely powerful force in Japanese

culture. The frog as symbol of a meditator, and his words integrate
impressively to form a deceptively simple poem painting.

ike araba
tonde basho ni
kikasetai
Should a pond be here,
I’ll jump in
To let Basho hear it.
-Gai
SENGAI (1750-1837)

A modern haiku club in Japan translated the author’s haiku:
ikeni yururu
tsukino inochiya
towa narite
three hundred years of nights –
still pond water trembles
under moon breath
MARNIE (1939- )

Haiku for children in classrooms have evolved with their own
conventions. Like a point-and-shoot camera photo, a haiku presents an
immediate picture. However, just as a master artist such as Ansel Adams
knows there is more to a good photograph than a snapshot, any three line
poem is not necessarily a traditional haiku. Today’s online haiku are yet

another possibility for haiku, and even they are evolving in many different
ways. One can find online announcements for haiku walks to observe nature,
international haiku clubs, and groups which explore manipulating digital
photo images by computer for haiku.
WHY SMALL POEMS? WHY HAIKU?
You practice the art of description
the discipline of using a form
the challenge of intensifying expression
and the virtue of revisions
THE MASTERS
A favorite subject in old Chinese paintings is a gathering of three old
men, interpreted as the Buddha, Confucius, and the Taoist, Lao Tzu. The
first tastes vinegar as bitter, the next one thinks it’s sour and the last one
finds it sweet. Life is all about your attitude.

A wordpaint master would also have to convene a veritable convention of
venerable colleagues: the Zen master, the ikebana master, the tea master, and
the martial arts master.
The Zen master would council you to remain in the current moment. Use
present tense if you need a verb. Be cautious, however, as verbs lure you

into making declarations (who is pushing this elephant?) rather than
observation (which lets us deal with the elephant). If it doesn’t have Zen
feeling, it’s a small poem, not a haiku this master would say.
The master who uses the flower arrangements of Ikebana teaches
subtleties of using nature to say more than is apparent on the surface. The
image has to evoke a feeling. Life closely observed reflects one’s spiritual
insight.
Chabana
Flowers for the Tea
Tie my poem to
the blossom branch
with deft knots of
freedom and formality
silence to sound
vase to flower
page to ink
I sing the breathing words
of heaven, earth, and man
in bud and bloom
and fallen petal.

The master of the way of tea, cha no yu, demonstrates the virtues of the
principle of spareness – the antithesis of gaudy. With only 17 syllables there
is no room for anything extraneous. No subject is too humble in this
aesthetic with its high regard for the patina of age, a lonely austerity.
The martial arts master extols the virtues of self-discipline, training in
vigilance and focus – and he teaches you how to wield the brush.
Today we have free haiku which are adaptations of all the traditions, if
for no other reason than that haiku are being written in languages other than
Japanese. The Asian Old Masters have much to teach us about art-making
which is both simple and sophisticated. Is it a haiku or just a small poem?
Does it matter? Write what you want.
THE PRACTICE
About the time Zen got cool here in the States, perhaps during the ‘60’s
for most of us, haiku got discovered by Westerners. D. T. Suzuki had

translated over a hundred books about Zen into English. Alan Watts, Gary
Snyder, Jack Kerouac and Allen Ginsburg had turned us and a road full of
countercultural beatniks on both coasts on to Eastern flavors. Haiku, short
little poem, easy, right? Wrong. Any poem under ten lines long is quite
challenging. No room to be wrong. The haiku is meant to be what you can
say in one breath, just as there are one-sitting paintings in oriental bush
painting. (There is even a genre of one-stroke sumi-e paintings.)
The Chinese had a verse form called b’ai kiu, amusement verse,
characterized by lines of five and seven sound units, often four lines. As they
did with Zen, with the characters for written language, and with tea, the
Japanese took this art form and made it distinctively their own, keeping the
five and seven onji – sound units similar but not exactly equivalent to
English syllables - but using only three lines, going one better as it were.
The starting verse of renga, a linked series made by several poets, was
called a hokku. It always contained a seasonal reference. When the first
verse evolved to stand alone, it eventually came to be called a haiku and
almost certainly contained at least a seasonal reference, at least for those
who knew the code.
English haiku makers may or may not retain the seasonal reference. They
are likely to keep the balance of one short line, a longer middle line, and a
short final line, even without using a syllable count. They may choose to use
no capital letters or punctuation marks since Japanese lacks these. Rhyme in
haiku may avoided because Japanese syllables all end not in consonants but
in one of the five vowels (or the letter n). Rhyming in that language could
quickly become overwhelming. Eastern poets do share our fondness for
alliteration, assonance, and especially, onomatopoeia.
The strong influence of Zen at the time of the development of haiku may
account for the preference for ego-less haiku. Further, the Japanese don’t use
case, number, pronouns, relatives, or articles the way we do, so no wonder
English doesn’t match very precisely.
Each written character for Japanese (and Chinese) words is monosyllabic
and quite evenly stressed, or rather, unstressed. This makes counting sound
units convenient. Verbs are not inflected into tenses. You do not add –ed to
mean you did it yesterday; you have to figure out some other way to signal
that. Ambiguity and allusive resonances are considered a plus. There was a

fashion in many English language translations of Japanese haiku for using
no active verb form, but only the -ing form of the verb. Perhaps that reflects
the timeless characteristic of the verbs in Chinese or Japanese language.
In their painting too, these cultures developed different conventions for
not only time, but also place, how the artist expresses perspective, whether
seen from the point of view of an insect, a human or a bird. They had quite
different ideas about pictorial composition. For our purposes, it is enough to
suggest that further study would be well repaid. There are more ways to do
something than we were probably taught.
A good way to get used to the idea of framing pictorial concepts
differently is to make pictures on a horizontal roll, wound evenly on two
rods. As the narrative unfolds, one rolls up the viewed portion of the
painting. Progress is measured and slow. Scene by scene. Like a haiku.

Next, try using the roll of paper vertically as a hanging scroll. Pretty
narrow. The painting will be read from top to bottom or from the bottom up,
but the eye will have to be invited. It will be a leisurely trip, with
conventions differing from the Western ideas.
Even though most Westerners cannot read Chinese or Japanese
characters, we sense correctly that the ones we see grouped on an oriental
painting are words for a poem. Yes. In addition to seals of authorship and

seals of ownership, and even seals of connoisseurship, there will be text.
There will also probably be a colophon, a slender line of characters that
refers to the circumstances under which the art was made – who, where,
when, that sort of thing – but the larger group probably is a poem. (Haiku
were written in a single vertical line of characters. On poem cards, they may
be written in three vertical lines. When transcribed into phonetic alphabet
version, the Japanese is often written as a single horizontal line. So
Westerners, be careful with your assumptions!)
Clearly the size and shape of that text matters in the composition. In the
Sung Dynasty of the eleventh century in China, from which many
masterpieces of this type date, expectations were that artist, the calligrapher,
and the poet were all the same person. How’s that for challenge? The
picture, by convention, did not simply illustrate the words. It was considered
more subtle to have the thought or emotion of the words be reflected or
complimented in the thought or emotion of the painting. And of course the
style of the writing would be appropriate to both. The placing of the
characters and the calligraphy itself may be adjusted to provide a visual
effect that compliments the words of the poem.
Our Western letters are aesthetically quite different from these characters.
For one thing, it takes many more words to say what a few characters
express. That means English-speaking poem painters will have to keep texts
fairly short so the words do not overwhelm the picture space.
Western artists will have to think about how far away a viewer/reader can
stand and still be able to read the print, quite different perhaps from the ideal
stance from which to view the picture. Nevertheless, what an interesting idea
it is that a poem and painting are co-created, one not subservient to the other.
Thinking about calligraphy as an active partner is also a good way to figure
out a lot about art.
Our letters do not work in the same way that characters do with a brush.
Pen is the instrument of glory for the Western alphabet. However, modern
felt tip or ball point pens without the flexibility of a quill would have no qi
as the Chinese would say. No living energy. And using a computer font?
Perish the thought. Further, pseudo-oriental fonts may just look tacky, as a
cheap Chinese-American take-out restaurant is to Chinese cuisine, good
food in China.

We have seen that the art of contemporary Chinese artist Xu Bing deals
with the meaning and the appearance of things, which are sometimes
contradictory. He has appealingly explored the Chinese style of writing
characters combined with Western alphabet letters. You might enjoy
experimenting with this combination to print a colophon for yourself.
The Square Word calligraphy system developed by Xu Bing is an elegant
approach to writing roman alphabet letters in a manner reminiscent of
characters. The ink and the calligraphy brush are used just as they are when
writing Asian languages. Concepts of qi, and continuous, uncorrectable
movement apply here too. It’s a splendid discipline.
At the interesting e-magazine, Tea Leaf Nation
http://www.tealeafnation.com/2012/08/xu-bing-smashing-the-rules-onchinese-characters/ you will find this version of Mao’s slogan:

in a perceptive article about the art of Xu Bing.
We will describe just a few principles of Xu’s so-called New English or
Square Word calligraphy, which he spells out in a handbook which is itself
written in square word calligraphy (see internet for sources).
The alphabet letter components are printed, not cursive, and quite angular
in form. They are organized as characters in a system based on a square grid.
Strokes are brushed more or less from the left to right, top to bottom, and
words are usuallydeciphered in that pattern as well. Lines of characters, each
character representing an English word, are arranged vertically on the page,
beginning at the left.
Choosing among the myriad possibilities to plan most aesthetically
satisfying but readable designs is almost like playing chess with yourself,
says Xu. Since that describes making poems and pictures as well, this may
be a subject you would like to explore.

Here is an intriguing twist to think about. Literate Chinese have learned
to recognize thousands of their pictograph-based graphic characters. This is
done by gestalt, not by sounding out the elements phonetically. When we
Westerners look at Xu Bing’s arrangements of our alphabet, we do not
immediately recognize the words. We are forced to decode them. That
brings us to the question of phonetics.
The Chinese, Japanese, and Koreans also use alternative phonetic
systems. We Westerners use one system of letters both ways. We learn to
decode our words phonetically, but then we usually move on to mere
recognition as we become proficient readers. (You do not move your lips as
you read silently. You learn to recognize that exotic name of a character in a
novel but you may never actually think about how it is said.)
We know we use different parts of our brain to store the memory of
something we hear than we use to store the memory of something we see or
think. Not only that, neuroimaging now tells us that we use different parts
of our brain for the two different mental operations of recognizing and of
decoding. Thinking about this reminds us to take care to be clear and precise
in our thinking and use of language. Realizing that there is more than one
way helps us maximize our learning and our creativity. All this wordpainting
is delicious fun!
Chinese or Japanese calligraphy of what is called grass style, or running
style, presents challenges equivalent to those of cursive handwriting. The
writing may be lovely to look at but impossible to read. Not only is the
writing stylized, but key words or phrases may be omitted if only a brief
reference will do. If we say, “Four score and seven years ago…” chances are
that our listeners can fill in at least a few more lines of Lincoln’s Gettysburg
address. Although we Westerners do not routinely leave out words in written
literary referents, we certainly do that in informal conversation.

Another example of the practice is found on the brush holder jar in the
cover photograph for WordPaint. If you can read Chinese characters and
study the Tang dynasty poem on the back of the late Qing brush jar it
becomes apparent that one rhyming word is missing from each of the
sentences, probably to make the lettering fit the jar more gracefully. That is
the same principle that is often operating here on old surimono, poem
paintings we will consider next.
Surimono, literally printed things, are elegant printed woodcuts made in
the 1800s in Japan. With special papers, costly inks, metallic inks and
embossing, these were luxury items commissioned for special occasions.
There was always an interplay between the graphic image and the poem
which was part of the design. You would have to go to a museum today to
inspect some of these first editions, but later surimono copies from the Meiji
Restoration period, 1868-1912, are relatively available on eBay and the like.
This woodcut, a scan from the author’s collection, is one of those later
prints. Some embossing and some metallic ink is visible. Totoya Hokkei, the
artist, was a student of Hokusai, the creator of the familiar image The Great
Wave. Frank Lloyd Wright and Vincent van Gogh and his brother were avid
collectors of surimono.

The calligraphic swirls hanging down from the top of the design to the
left of the moon are not wisteria: they are words of a poem. Sadly, even in
Japan today you may find it difficult or impossible to get a translation of the
poetry. (See the appendix note about the Chinese jar on the cover of this
book for more on leaving out words altogether when reprinting a poem on an
art object.)
While you are looking at the image take a second look at the designs on
the robes. The prints of the sumptuous textiles so beloved of the Japanese
are often represented as seen in two dimensions rather than three. The design
does not follow the contours as the fabric drapes around the body. And yet
we interpret the design with great pleasure. We recognize, decode, but do
not demand realism for us to correctly interpret the presentation.
Poems combined with pictorial images are another set of challenges and
opportunities for you to pursue. Since the poems on most surimono are
inscrutable, you might enjoy composing your own poems for the images.
You might make your own pictorial images. Digital cameras and Photoshop
make that very easy. Perhaps surprisingly you will discover that photographs
do not always enhance the words of poems. Poems printed on top of such
images are often especially problematic. It is a popular practice—think
greeting cards and souvenirs—but we are likely to relegate the end product
to the category that we call kitsch. Surimono were anything but kitsch!

NOTE: To help you in further research, the term for Japanese ink
paintings is sumi-e. The Japanese word for haiku poems made with paintings
is haiga. When Zen priests made these paintings to use for teaching their
monks, the text/pictures are called zenga. Tanka literally means short poems,
renga means linked poem chain, and hokku is the introductory strophe of the
renga, which later came to stand alone as a haiku.
In the tradition of Chinese scholar-poets, you might enjoy composing
small poems when you are traveling. On a recent China trip we interpreted
b’ai kiu, amusement verse, rather freely, retaining the 5 or 7 syllable pattern,
often in the Chinese four line form. We interpreted linking verse as shared
authorship.
It was great fun becoming aware of when one of the four of us saw or
heard something appealing. Surreptitiously we counted syllables on our
fingers. How we enjoyed changing a line, a word, adding to each other’s
offerings from our pooled scraps of paper, journal jottings, and
conversations! Here are few of what came to be titled
Small Dishes – a Feast of China, Oct 15 - November 11, 2002
Amusement Verse

Passing small notebooks
Over bright airplane seat backs
Linking verse of friends
Time Line
Up and race the dark
All bright night fly west
Until our return
Today remains tomorrow
Clocks wink, day held in escrow
Taxi Ride
Full frontal neon,
Light-carved and painted, wrapped in
Bamboo scaffold lace
This city of cranes
Atop their night-rainbow-bright nests
Is not your father’s Shanghai
The Great Wall
Not even fall reds
Paint Great China soft inside
Cold duty, grey wall
Wuhan
Stone chrysanthemums
In bonsai garden
Red wagon tricycle cabs
Traffic radiates
Yunnan Food
Serpents stare from wine
Dragon larvae fry
Crunch small crisp sparrows
Ornithologist despairs
At Ganden Sumtseling Monastery
In frigid meditation
The monks of Zhongdian
Dreaming fires of Buddhist Hell
Customs Form
Travelers return
To the place of their beginning
Now who do we say we are?

The practice so distilled the experience that we value the poems as much
or more than the photographs we brought back.

The links in Chinese and Japanese ‘answering verse’ can be something as
definite as a word in common or as subtle as the rhyme category or echoing
or reflecting relationships between line subjects. When you study traditional
rules for making verse such as these forms or haiku you quickly become
aware of concepts we don’t usually employ in English language poetry. But
we could expand our thinking about how to make poems.
One further consideration about these poems in a language far different
from ours: one has to learn to read the poems such as haiku as well as learn
to write them. By reading we mean both what goes on inside your head and
what happens in your mouth. You might encounter such words as kana,
which means ‘read this with a wondering sigh’. Ka is questioning.
We use white space to indicate pauses, but some of us use other signs.
Haiku poets at one time used several dozen so-called cutting words,
kireji, to indicate pauses and instruct how words were to be said aloud, not
unlike the way a composer writes on the score such performance instructions
as molto allegro or pianissimo. (These little words are counted.) What a
useful idea, kireji—talk about poet envy!
The cutting word Ya signals ‘read this with emphasis, perhaps an
admiring exclamation’. We see this in Bashō’s famous frog pond poem.
Note, one does not have to be Japanese to hear a watery onomatopoetic
“plop!’ in the final word, oto!
furuike ya
kawazu tobikomu
mizu no oto
old pond…
a frog leaps in
water’s sound
(translated by William J, Higginson)
BASHŌ (1643 -1694)

Conventions may be stultifying, but they may also be stimulating. Waka
are 31 syllable poems meant to be lyrical. They have titles. Haiku are meant
to be brief, only 17 syllables, and intense, the poetry of the particular which
leads to personal experience of intuition. One breath. (The Buddha says

don’t take my word for anything; test everything for yourself. After all he
lived where there were elephants and knew better than to push them...) At
one time haiku were not expected to have titles precisely because they were
meant to be intuitive, expressing what was beyond labeling.
The word haiku itself is a mixture of hokku, the 5-7-5 with a seasonal
reference which introduces the chain of 7-7 of renga, and haikai, the
Japanese version of the word for amusement verse. We have seen that forms
evolve. A haiku with its several lines of poetry came to demonstrate a
particular progression of thoughts, an interesting and subtle balance of ideas
and feelings. We see fragment and a phrase, a setting and a zooming in or
out, an image and a reaction. When we move to free haiku, small poems, all
manner of progressions are worth bearing in mind. What is next? Haiku and
small poems are not finished evolving yet...

When Claude Debussy went to the Paris Exposition of 1889 he was
charmed by the Javanese gamelan. This traditional Indonesian orchestra of
strings and woodwinds featured gongs, drums, chimes, and other percussion
instruments. The gamelan made music that focused on progressions of
sonority, not just the harmonic chord progressions we are familiar with.

What a concept! What possibilities! We can hear how that idea affected
Debussy’s music forever after. Hearing rhythmic progressions of other
cultures has similarly changed our jazz musicians. Consider the possibility
of tonal meter patterns such as those found in Chinese poetry, and English
language can seem impoverished indeed. The poetry of China and Japan
shows us that there are possibilities for forms which feature a progression of
thought or mood, as well as expressing a theme and then following with a
chain of variations. Whenever you listen to music that you feel comes from a
very different tradition from the one you are used too—from Africa or India
perhaps?—that is a signal that you might want give some thought to what
those forms may mean to making your own poems.

PART III—Polishing Poetry and Prose
If some of you found the last section more than you wanted to know
about the Chinese and Japanese traditional roots of haiku, this next section
may not be for you either. Come back and revisit it when you are ready for
it. There is material here that most young children will not appreciate just
yet, but Caroline, who is twelve, poets of any age, and anyone acting as a
mentor should find this information helpful. This is the answer to where do
you go from here? Let’s look again at the Mackerel poem which in one
iteration was presented in its own box:
THE MACKEREL CALLER
Out of mind’s vast dark deep
they come
racing into coves
in pursuit perhaps of herring
flashes of silvery blue
black- barred stanzas
together writing
ripples of reality
You don’t call mackerel
You know the tide
and go out in your boat
or onto the pier
and you wait
knowing that unless
the line or net is in the water
no one ever catches the
meaning
or the music

The Mackerel Caller is a metaphor for the poet. There are some things
about making poems that you do not learn from a teacher or from a book.
Making metaphors is one of those things. Sometimes when you read a poem
you sense the meaning of metaphor immediately but sometimes it takes
several rereadings. Usually this extra layer of meaning enhances your
appreciation, your affection, for the poem. Some phrases will pop into your
mind, perfect for a poem. Such figures of speech seem to appear out of the
prepared human mind, a catch precious beyond reckoning. Others are mere
fragments and you must work with them. Unless you put them down on
paper and honor your genie by saving them, your inspirations are unlikely to
coalesce into poems.

We have examined the building blocks of a poem, and by analogy, of
many other forms of making art. Now we assume that you have made a
poem, and gotten it out and onto a piece of paper. Now you want to make it
better. You revise. This is the half of the process that is more directly under
your conscious control. Revision is fun. Most poets begin writing their
poems by hand. Not only is the connection between brain and page more
direct, but composing on computer allows you to over-value what you see on
the screen, to accept too soon. Handwriting encourages you to draw arrows,
cross out, and add symbols and other personal shorthand for ideas. Then see
what the poem “feels like” on screen. Print it out, and jot down corrections.
Alternating back and forth between handwritten and word processing
versions is a valuable way to revise. You might want to tag your versions
with different numbers on the end of the title word so you don’t lose the
early versions. You may decide later that you liked them better.
Revision is often a question of asking the right questions. Baron
Wormser, from 2000-2005 Poet Laureate of the State of Maine, has for a
number of years worked in the schools, and offered workshops for poets of
all ages. With poet and teacher David Cappella, he has written a text book
“written with high school teachers in mind.” The book is entitled Teaching
the Art of Poetry: The Moves. It also makes a very fine way for any adult to
be their own teacher. The following questions are based on Baron’s years of
experience.
The questions, useful for poetry and prose, are arranged more or less by
topic. It may at first seem frustrating that these are questions, and not
answers. You ask, How can I make my poem better? – and what you get is
another question? People who read your poem and think it needs some
fixing are often quite quick to tell you just how to do that. Most often they
are telling you something valuable. At some point in the poem they probably
identify fairly accurately that there is a “problem”. Chances are that they are
not so accurate about what the “fix” ought to be. There are many ways that
their reading and their personal history might also be contributing to what is
actually their “problem”. In that case the things the poet does to fix the poem
may all be counterproductive. Do not jump first to that conclusion, but do
bear it in mind.
There are many possible ways to improve a poem, and the following
questions can help lead you in exploration. Only your own intuition and

perhaps many successive tries at implementing alternatives can lead you to
answers.
QUESTIONS
Do you practice meditation?*(see Appendix)The Zen masters who
developed sumi-e, ink painting, and the poems that went on the paintings,
meditated while grinding their ink for half an hour before the first brush
stroke. They knew their subject well and painted and wrote its essence, its
essentials, without looking at any still life set before them. They were not
interested in the appearance of things, but the essential nature of things. Our
other layers of consciousness know a lot that our ordinary consciousness
obscures.
Just as it took some minutes for the old Polaroid pictures to develop after
they came shooting out of the camera, it often takes a while for an idea to
develop. Are you taking the time to wait for it? Are you really there for it?
Or is there some way you are self-editing? This is not good enough, will
not bring me enough money, enough fame, etc. Remember that you expect
to revise, to polish, to work.
Poem making is a spiritual exercise. It is a Zen-like practice. You sit.
You become present and non-judgmental. You must examine everything for
yourself, and learn to trust your intuition, your muse, your genie.
Every word, every single word, every sentence, every brush stroke, is a
decision. Is it compelling? Does it earn its place? Do you feel, not just
intellectualize?
A phrase which is so right, so apt, that it gets taken up by everyone
becomes a cliché. The wise poet learns to comb them out. Not only does a
group of words become a cliché when it gets too popular, a meaning can be
highjacked, “gay” for example. Are all of the allusions in your poem what
you intend? Have any words been commandeered by a particular subculture?
Are any words jargon, slang, known or understood only by some elite? Are
you sure you want them?
It is also currently unfashionable to refer to nature and things as people.
This is called pathetic fallacy. That even sounds like an insult, doesn’t it?
You can get away with apostrophe, addressing the thing as if it were a

person, but just barely. Yet, many writers are guilty of “anthropophilia”;
they are only interested in human beings, preferably a male and female(s).
We have gotten our planet into deep trouble by forgetting that we share it
with other species. Another phrase which has come to mean something fairly
insulting is poetic discourse. Writing about choirs of birds, dancing waves,
sing-ing winds and other such phrases that remind you of a greeting card
will not do. The implication is that if you need to purchase a card to express
your feelings, you need to reexamine the depth and character and quality of
your feeling. That judgment is too harsh, but worth thinking about.
Beware the declaration. If you write a strong I-statement that seems selfevident (a passionately held conviction it seems to you), you may be inviting
resistance, argument. The reader may not like to be bossed around, told what
to feel. Don’t tell me. Show me the image. Let that evoke feeling in me by
its energy.
Passive voice is not used much these days. Nor, say I, inversion much.
Naming brands and celebrities and street names does not tell us much,
and not for long.
The best polishing often is done with an eraser. Good stuff is often
buried: less is often more.
The best polishing often is done with an eraser. That cannot be said too
often!
It is an erroneous assumption, a downright deception usually, to pretend
that poems or paintings often arrive full blown in the hearts and minds of
their creators. Usually it takes drafts and drafts of work.
PLACE
Setting
Do we feel the place? The place where the image takes place can be
viewed as one of your characters. How did that place make it through the
casting call? Why are we here? Is some aspect of the place a witness? Is this
a particular place or a general one? Why did you make that choice?
Whose Point of View?

Is the voice with us enough? Too little? Specified or mysteriously
unspecified? Why? Does the reader identify with the point of view? Why,
why not, and what does the author want?
Are we at the right distance? We could be using a lens. Not only do we
have a choice of which lens, we can use a metaphorical lens that zooms from
time to time in our poem. Are we at the right distance? We need to ask that
question again and again.
Remember, we need to be examining every single word, again and again.
Every time we make a revision it affects the relationships throughout the
entire art work. One brush stroke here in the painting, and something else
may be required there...
First Person, I
Does it matter? Are we curious? The first person, declarative is the
easiest of gestures. We make that sort of gesture all the time, whether or not
we mean to. Are we saying, revealing, what we intend?
First Person, we
Is the reader really being included? Does the reader understand enough?
If the writing is holding back too much, being too opaque, too esoteric, the
reader may feel excluded, rebuffed, frustrated, alienated.
Second person, you
Does the reader want to be addressed? Sec-ond person can be a very
inviting device. “I’ve got a secret to share with you. You can trust me and
I’ll show you” it says. It can sometimes feel too presumptuous or too
exhortatory.
Third person, he, she, it, they
We should certainly be more sensitive to gender issues than writers were
even a few decades ago. On the other hand, the reader may have stereotypes
too, ones that the writer may play against.
Third person offers the possibility of a little distance, some exterior
remoteness, even omniscience. Would that be useful? Picasso and his friends
made the most of using a perspective from which more than one aspect
could be seen at a time. The Chinese revised our notions of even such a little
thing as assuming the direction from which light comes. Light can be

depicted coming equidistantly from all sides if the source is thought of as an
aspect of reality rather than an aspect of illumination.
Third person also tempts us to introduce many characters. Can the reader
follow all of them? How are they made individual? How do we feel them?
Does any character really represent the author? All characters probably
represent some of us some of the time. Do you end up with a consistent
authentic character? Are you aware of what assumptions you personally are
making about the world? Is that package what you intend?
Is the energy of metaphor the real character in one of your works? That
might be useful.
Are you personifying an animal? That is pretty tricky. Little details, for
example the fact that a bear has a paw rather than an opposable thumb, may
make big difference in how genuine or how cartoonish the animal feels to
the reader.
TIME
Verbs
Did you use the right tense? Present tense is colloquially popular, but
English language, unlike Chinese, does have other possibilities. Present
tense however, is very biological. Things evolve organically. Images can be,
rather than become intellectualized. This tense is a good way to avoid
making judgments. Consequences haven’t happened yet.
Are the tenses consistent? A tense shift is very significant.
Adverbs are currently more fashionable than adjectives. Verbs are more
esteemed than any other part of speech, and active ones are considered better
than passive, transitive better than intransitive. At least, these are different in
their effect, and the writer would do well to consider that. But what if you
took out all the verbs? Or do you want to go totally into “verbworld”? There
is an intensity to that which may be what is desired.
An occasional sentence without any verb is a different question; it stands
out in a way that is probably not desired.

Sentence fragments get tedious rather quickly. Any word standing all
alone stands out. It had better be the right one.
ON WORDS
Fear the abstract; such words bring on intellectualizing rather than
feeling. Look for crucial words. Which words really work, really matter?
Are you doing them justice? Are they getting buried by a bunch of other
words? Do they bear repeating, rhyming, being tried in another place in the
phrase, in the sentence, in the line, in the stanza? Are some words just
showing off? Would we better off without them? Especially look at the little
words. Are some of those rhetorical? Do we need all the connectives? Any
connectives? Do they seem judgmental?
Does every word ring right? Do we experience each word to its full
capacity? Is the use accurate and does the word bring with it appropriate
connotations based on the derivation? What about its sound quality? Is there
another with a better onomatopoetic fit? Would the energy change if the
word appeared in a different place? What if you dropped some word? Added
some? Used a different word? Is there the right amount of similarity or
contrast in the collection of words?
Remember, a feeling and a comment are not the same thing. Is any word
we use – particularly those big ones, life, death, happiness, etc. – merely a
cheap short cut, a way of saying something we would rather not go into?
STRUCTURE
Remember we said short poems, under ten lines, are challenging, but they
may be just what is called for. If you are writing a long poem, ask yourself
often how long is long enough? Did you start in the right place? Often you
could begin a lot later. Does the poem end in the right place? You do not
need to walk all over the punch line. There is room for the reader at that end,
you know.
How’s the momentum? Look carefully at your words to see which are
progression indicators. Are you well served by stopping and starting?
Accelerating and decelerating energy? Remember good old foreshadowing,
reprise, contrasting pairs, fulfilling pairs, incremental series, surprises? We
have looked at cropping: how about arching and framing devices?

We mentioned that stanzas are a popular unit. We know to expect that the
opening stanza has a particular role. The final stanza also has special impact
and perhaps more so. The middle stanza may serve as a pivot, a place for
change, for resolution, for going deeper. It may be a fulcrum, or just be
serving as dead space. Take a look. Beginning, middle, and end – are they
working the way you would like? Are there narrative threads that need
tweaking? Is there something we need to be reminded of once more? Rich
details, strong feelings we need to manage properly? We don’t want to lose
them; we don’t want to be overwhelmed by them. How do they feel?
RHYTHM AND RHYME
Do we feel a rhythmic presence? Very much? A little? Is it subtle,
organic, instinctive? Or blatant but attractive? Is there a proper fusion of
form and content? A sound unit is not the same thing as unit of meaning or a
grammatical unit. The regular beat with the insistence of a metronome,
demands some touches of rhythmic variation or syncopation. Not only do we
enjoy well-crafted rhythms and rhymes within a line, we appreciate rhymes
schemes of line ends. Rhyme is not passé; it no longer has a monopoly.
Rhythm can help move us along into the world of the poem. We might
enjoy its comfort and support as well as its exciting energy.
Long breathless sentences have different energy than short, powerful
lines. Choose well. Is the energy appropriate, sufficient? How many long
sentences in row or how many short sentences do we want? Are too many of
the sentences of approximately the same length? It will probably take a
difference of several words, to make us realize sentences of different
weights. Since we are weighing every single word, however, we will be
sensitive to that, right?
Remember that rhythm might be of repeated words, sounds, patterning of
images or ideas. Even a list may be a powerful tool for accumulative
accretion.
How about near/imperfect/reversed repetitions?
Are you lead by repetitions to boredom or to surprise?

Are the repetitions creating the right speed? Do you feel satisfying,
lingering pleasure or does the rhythm make you feel hurried, with good or
bad consequences? A back rub is an altogether different experience than a
beating.
A final thought on all these questions. Do you understand that usually
one would do better not to ask a question and proceed to answer it for us?
The substance of the poem rather than its particular words ought to be able
to answer the questions it poses. We might prefer that the poem suggest an
answer to a question that was not quite asked. Remember what happens
when you push elephants?
PUBLISHING
Devising the alphabet and printing books cheaply enough to be
distributed to everyone has been a mixed blessing. Literacy changes
cultures. What were once community rituals and celebrations have become
ever more lonely enterprises. Computers are often blamed for exacerbating
this trend of isolating individuals. That sword cuts two ways: modern
technology has increasingly put us in touch with each other in quite
awesome ways. Publishing is sharing your work with a wider audience.
Publishing used to be thought of as primarily a commercial venture.
Whether or not the issues are primarily economic, publishing art work is not
the same as making art work. Questions related to making art should not be
answered primarily on the basis of how those choices would affect sales. Not
publishing or marketing issues should determine your choices. Art making is
first of all about art.
This is not the place to examine the latest ramifications of copyright law,
or to tell you how to find art galleries that might show your paintings or
poetry journals and small magazines that might print your poems if you
submitted them. Nor need we explore how to get a collection of your poems
and paintings printed and bound in book form. Where might you find
someone who does fine calligraphy or runs a press to hand print chapbooks?
What we can do is to suggest that there are other possibilities.
With a computer, a printer, a scanner, and a copy machine an individual
these days has many opportunities for getting work into a form for sharing.
You do not have to own the marvelous machines that make this possible;
there are many services that you can use, currently available in almost any

small city. Software templates, and firms that make handsome bound books
are out there—print on demand. Make your work downloadable to any
mobile device or post your work on line on your own web site or other
arrangement.
Poems belong everywhere, permeating our lives. That is not demeaning.
Your creativity can be directed to come up with many satisfying ways of
sharing the art you have made, high tech and low. Have you thought who
else would appreciate the gift of your words and images? How often might
you, for example, e-mail a poem to some of your friends or use a poem as
part of your e-mail signature? You may make greeting cards of your work.
You may give your work as presents. (You might even want to use some
form of your work as wrapping paper for other gifts you give.) Then there
are placemats, book covers, paper airplanes, wallpaper, note cards, all
waiting to be made by you, with a little help from our marvelous machines.
On what sorts of papers? On what sorts of screens? With sound files?
Video? This is the kind of thinking about sharing that nourishes rather than
constricts your options in art making. Think about that.

THE END
or
THE BEGINNING

yin/yang

yin/yang in two dimensions, three, or more?

Think about it: where the Atlantic Ocean meets the Pacific, there are
either polar ice caps, the Panama Canal forcing a tiny connection, or the
stormy waters of the Straits of Magellan at the southernmost tip of South
America. That is perhaps not very encouraging but do not be deterred; there
is good fun to be had where East meets West. But why use the old
expressions ‘East’ and ‘West’? We are functioning now as the one globe that
we are. We are one contemporary community of cultures, based, to be sure,
on varied past histories. With all our individual histories, we meet. East of
what? West of what? Being, simply here and now.
Once you have considered the fact that there is more than one way to
make a poem, to make a picture, to write a thought, even to think a thought,
you will probably feel different. There will be no boundaries to your oceans,
your world, your creativity. Bon voyage.
Author’s AFTERWORD or Note to Your Inner Editor
If you are a young person and a beginning poet, you might note well
these next words that essentially warn you not be discouraged. Sometimes
people who are jealous may say something unhelpful about your poems. Pay
them no mind. Other people may say they don’t “get” your poems. Too bad
for them. Poetry is a very personal art. If it’s only good for you, it’s still
worth pursuing. Years from now when you come upon a sheaf of your
poems, I assure you, you will regard them as a gift.
If you are a senior and wish you had had the nerve to persevere when you
were younger, fear not. It’s never too late to make poetry. If you find some
poetry appealing but not the sort which seems to be currently fashionable,
don’t worry. I have a sneaking suspicion that a considerable number of poets
only really like their own poems. The guidelines we have been working with
are just that, guide lines, not rules. If you are building up your confidence,
we hope by now you feel you can mentor with authority
When I was 12 my mother informed me that I could not carry a tune. My
piano teacher pronounced me a klutz. When I was an adult I met
extraordinary musician Blanche Honegger Moyse, violinist, choral director,
teacher, who assured me that anyone who could hear and vocalize could
learn to sing. It was not till I was 50 that I realized I could indeed sing and I
have been a choir member ever since. But do words sing?

I never studied poetry in English but I did study Latin, a language which
has quite precise rules for deciding whether any given syllable is to be
stressed or unstressed, long or short. English seemed so arbitrary after that!
But then I met Farnham Blair, recently retired from an illustrious career as
an English teacher. What an invaluable ally he has been! He made an effort
to introduce me to some Maine poets, I suppose so that I would see that
poets are people just like me. Mike, as his friends call him, spent hours
sitting a table, each of us with a tea cup in one hand, pencil in the other.
Together we explored possibilities of ways to say things. In a sense, this was
and was not “editing” since he never ever “voted” for one version or
another. The downside of this approach is that it can sometimes seem that
there are so many valid possibilities that you might never be sure a poem is
“done”.
I was further blessed with the friendship of Marion Stocking, co-founder
of the Beloit Poetry Journal. Together we went birding, but it was in role as
mentor that I thank her now. She sat me down next to her and taught me how
to edit poetry. “Oh, this is nice,” she said while reading one of my poems,
“but the editors at the Journal will never take it.” She enjoyed it; I enjoyed it.
That’s more than enough. I will be forever grateful.
I thought about calling this work Poem-making for Dummies, but that
was not lyrical enough. Baron Wormser, Maine’s Poet Laureate from 2000
to 2005 encouraged me a decade ago. My “voice” is quite different from his;
even my way of looking at the same things is quite different. Back then this
manuscript was laid out in facing columns. On the left hand page of each
spread was the version for beginning poets. On the right hand page was a
more advanced version. “Oh, Marnie, you have got a tiger by the tail,”
Baron said with a laugh. No, he had not seen a poem crafting book
simultaneously for both the beginner and the would-be mentor, but he was
wonderfully supportive. Of course he was: Baron’s life’s work is
encouraging people to make wordpainting a part of daily life.
Over the ensuing decade, I corresponded with Xu’s English-speaking
assistant at his New York studio, Xu moved back to China, I took my poet
granddaughter to Washington to see Xu’s Monkeys Grasping at the Moon,
Baron moved to Vermont, I wrote more poems, made several trips to China,
taught meditating, and purchased some surimono on eBay. Threehalf Press

came into being and the books I made with photographer Ann Flewelling’s
evocative images complementing my poems flourished.
I supplied bird poems for the local Audubon Chapter members’
handsome photographs for A Sky of Birds. Among the most satisfying poem
commissions, I was asked to supply a poem for the dedication of the
Penobscot Narrows Bridge at Verona and one for the dedication of an Island
church. When the current Maine Poet Laureate Wes McNair selected two
poems for his weekly Take Heart column, featuring a poem a week by a
Maine poet, published in Maine newspapers I was interested to see which of
my poems he had selected.
More significantly, he asked me to tell how the poems came to be. In
answering that, I was acutely aware of how important it was to me to share
what I’ve learned with young poets. My own personal history with poems
and poets would be described by the overworked expression “checkered”,
but that’s quite an apt description. In high school I wanted to take art as a
major subject but that conflicted with what was then called “College Prep
English”. So what said I. After all, English is my native language; the
“other” English course offered at that hour will do. And that is how I came
to know a great deal about the New Jersey state reform school system and
nothing about writing term papers or Shakespeare or poetry as it was in
English.
I did have a strong education in the works of the Latin poets. (I enjoyed
eventually teaching Latin in a tough urban high school. My students loved
what they learned about language, how they really had an advantage on tests
of English, but that’s another story…) The epic poems of Vergil and the
odes of Ovid were dear to my heart. I was fascinated by the rules for
accenting words according to their case endings. Latin is a highly inflected
language and English is not. How arbitrary, I thought. I simply could not
understand principles of scansion in English. It seemed I was the only one or
else the emperor was not wearing many clothes. And meaning? How on
earth could critics say what a poem “should” mean, what was in the poet’s
mind?
I really did know what the poet had in mind for the two poems selected
for Take Heart:
Peek

Between the twigs
a warbler sings
morning air
aglow with aria
and all I see
is a tiny eye.

Spotted Sandpiper
Just at the silver seam
between the sea and shore
spotted sandpiper
teeters, speaks softly to itself
a poem it has by heart.

…and here is part of my answer to the question of what I thought I was
doing in those poems, how they came to be.
“I listen to the melody in language and try to express this abstract
music…My poems reflect the song of the bird and the song of the setting.”
Both the small poems above illustrate, quite clearly I think, words used as
a form of finite musical notation for a grand and infinite music. In the first
poem, the lines dart back and forth, hesitating midway in the rapturous glow
of morning sunshine, only to end in the slight pique of good-natured
frustration. The sibilance of the words in the sandpiper poem whispers the
sounds and echoes the meditative quality of the poem. The thrill of
participating in the artistic enterprise of poem making, no matter what the
level of sophistication, is something I am eager to share.
When this book was first written, there were all sorts of problems with
Apple vs PC cross-platform formatting. Putting a manuscript into the form
of an electronic book was easier said than done. Today it’s possible to
embed videos, recordings of readings, and visual arts as easily as posting
words. The software is out there, constantly being updated, all invisible to
us.

Reputations may still be made according to who you know, or what’s in
or out of fashion. Success may be fostered or squelched by market forces,
and this is still true in all the arts. But making art, painting with words,
remains all yours. The tools at your disposal are more exciting than ever.
If exploring poem craft, wordpaint, has seemed appealing to you, the
work of creating this book is worthwhile. If, as Baron Wormser suggests,
you have found this an engaging and not intimidating introduction, I am
delighted.
- Marnie Reed Crowell
Deer Isle, Maine
APPENDIX
ABOUT MEDITATING
How to meditate, an ancient teaching story
(comic illustration to come)
1. An elephant lived near the temple but worked in the forest on the far
side of the village.
2. Every morning the elephant walked through the market.
3. With his clever trunk he sampled the mangos
4. and bananas
5. and melons.
6. He was a disaster.
7. “What can we do about him?” demanded the vendors.
8. “The elephant does not mean to be troublesome. He just needs work to
do,” said the old monk at the temple.

9. Give him a length of bamboo to carry on his way to work in the
forest.”
10. So they tried that.
11. The elephant carried the bamboo through the village, trunk held
proudly high, looking neither right nor left.
12. A state of happiness and satisfaction was reached by all.

The history of humans is replete with indications that people were doing
what we now call meditation. When you remove the various religious
traditions that surround this ancient practice, there seem to two different
approaches. Both are valuable, but one might chose to use one approach or
the under depending on the goal at the time.

There are two schools of thought as to whether or not you should close
your eyes. The aim of this practice is usually not falling asleep. Keeping
your eyes at least half open may help you. Soften your focus; gaze at
something lovely or something plain – or at a blank wall, at nothing at all.
These two approaches may be thought of as beginning from a common
place, like the stem in the letter “Y”. Paying attention to the body’s
breathing is the beginning core practice. Settle somewhere comfortable,
perhaps sitting with the spine upright and balanced. Perhaps count the initial
ten pairs of breaths. You probably recognize that this is where the teaching
story of the elephant carrying the bamboo pole proudly through the market
place comes in. Breathing is the stick of bamboo that will occupy the errant
mind and set it safely to work. You may also use a word or phrase as a

mantra, the tick of a clock, or the intricacy of a design to keep you steady on
your way.
A) THE FANTASY FLOAT
Picture a small boat and use your counted breaths to help you find your
way aboard. Cast off the line securing the boat to shore and let yourself drift.
Any thoughts that come to you are gently dropped overboard and allowed to
float away. Since you are not propelling this boat, it is free to carry you to
new territory. You are very likely to find yourself in that twilight land just
before or after sleep and dreams. When you return to alert state, make an
immediate effort to recall both the images and the emotions, the meaning
and the music.
B) THE RADIANCE ROOM
Fix your gaze on an image about two feet in front of you, either an actual
image or one in your mind. Now you must be very strict with the elephant.
Keep returning your mind to the image (or word of phrase that you have
chosen)
This experience helps you access the part of your consciousness that is
not narrative in any way. There is generally no conversation inside your
head, no dream-like images, no tunes, no equations – just a gentle sensation
of radiance. A way to keep returning your attention to this sort of nonattention is to study the free-form patterns that occur as if projected on the
screen of the inside of our eye lids. These irregular blotches strangely do not
function in the suggestive way that ink blots do. Do not fret if you find
yourself flickering in an out of this radiance sensation. The novice meditator
no more rests in a stable and continuous sense of peace than the novice poet
pulls full-blown poems out of the air. You take what you get and you work
with that, with gratitude.
ABOUT SEALS—THE FINISHING TOUCH
The inscription on a seal may be a bit of poetry intended to set the mood
for enjoying the poem and painting itself. Knowing something about seals
will enhance your appreciation of works that are printed with seals. The
study of seals almost surely brings up questions of transliteration and
translation as well as inviting you into a world of history and aesthetics.

Here is the story of this author’s personal adventure with the modern
evolution of name seals.
The Crowell family has long used as a symbol for its name the image of a
crow wielding a quill pen with an inkwell. Eventually that became an
emblem, a colophon, for the T. Y. Crowell publishing firm, founded by
Great-grandfather.
In the early 1940’s a friend who was with the American Friends Service
Committee ambulance corps serving in China gave to Kenneth Crowell, the
boy who was ultimately to become my husband, a carved name seal in
Chinese characters. When our son David had the opportunity to visit Beijing
in 1982 as part of the first American youth group to visit re-opened China,
he brought to me a carved Crowell seal as well. It did not look to our
untrained eyes to say anything like the other seal.
I took a print of the two seals with me when I first went to China in 1998
to study traditional meditation with Dr. Wan Su Jan. When I showed both to
a seal engraver, he sounded them out, saying for each something close to the
way the family says the name. My first name was apparently not an easy one
for Chinese to hear either, since the group I was with was quite pleased with
themselves for calling me “Morning”. I could have had a seal carved then
with the Chinese character for morning. Substituting a similar-sounding
word is a common way of expressing names from one language in another.

I wanted to purchase as well a carved name seal and another which said
‘meditation’. I was informed that the word was too long to fit on the seal so
we agreed that simpler words such as “peace” or “joy” would suffice. I was
traveling with a woman named Noor who also wanted to buy a name seal.
Her name met with considerable bafflement. She raised her hands above her
head to demonstrate that her name meant “light”. Again and again she
reached up and shed imaginary falling rays, opening her arms wide. When
the light of understanding apparently dawned, we were instructed to return
after a while to collect the finished seals.
I should have guessed, since deep in hidden layers of mind was the
knowledge of the single character that represents “meditation” in Chinese.
That would certainly fit on a seal, but I was surprised when my new seals
were laid out to be admired. They were in roman characters, English words.
Peace! Joy! Neither of those terms remotely described my friend’s reaction
to her seal which plainly spelled out “Flying”. The befuddled seal carver
repeated the pantomime of raised arms.
By 2000 when my husband I returned to China we observed that at major
tourist attractions throughout the country there is likely to be a seal carving
stand. Someone will happily oblige with a quick carving. The usual Western
tourist is most likely to request their name or their monogram, and it will

take a pretty firm command of the language on someone’s part to get
anything but roman characters.
Fifty years ago the response was unlikely to be anything but a seal carved
with Chinese characters chosen to represent the Western name according to
a phonetic system. Various English scholars, Wade and Giles for example,
devised systems for interpreting Chinese sounds in English and vice versa.
During the reign of Chairman Mao, the People’s Republic of China
government decreed Modern Standard Chinese as a standard national
language, their version based on the Mandarin dialect as spoken around
Beijing. They devised a system of transliteration, pinyin, spelling words in
roman alphabet letters. Mao Tse Tung became known to us as Mao Zedong.
Today only Peking University and Peking Duck, the renowned “local” duck
dish retain the name of Peking, as the old system would have it. Beijing, new
system pinyin, is the name of the city which will host the 2008 Olympic
Games. Can we hope to spot some Square Word designs then?
I did eventually request a seal saying “Morning comes again to China”.
However it should be said, the usual tourist seal of today bears no more
relationship to a fine artist’s seal than a modern computer-generated pillow
case monogram bears to the engraved initials on a fine piece of antique
silver. Not only do traditional skill levels change, but tastes change. Where
once more complicated characters with more strokes were more admired,
today’s seals are apt to be graphically simpler for many reasons.
Seals printed from carved stone, wood, or clay or cast from metal have
long served as authenticating, official signatures. In addition seals may
indicate ownership, appreciation and connoisseurship, enhance the meaning
of a work, or serve almost as a bookplate. In Japan today you might use your
signature seal on a check. Over the centuries, seals became more and more
recognized for their aesthetic possibilities. The seal itself could be a thing of
beauty and be made of precious material. Seals are indeed collectibles.
We have observed that an artist might be expected to paint the picture,
compose a poem, and then write that text with beautiful calligraphy. In one
section of the painting someone would write a lovely colophon, an
inscription perhaps poetically describing the circumstances of producing the
work. Not only that, the artist would sign the work by brush and then choose
the seals, perhaps having even designed and carved them.

An artist would acquire several names during life: childhood names, art
names, official names of rank, honorific names bestowed by important
teachers or the emperor, or nicknames given by friends and self-chosen
sobriquets. Name seals are likely to be square. There is also a category
which might be called free, leisure, or mood seals. These reflect idioms,
poetic phrases, and popular sayings. These more likely to be rectangular,
round, or free form.
Which of these seals should one print on the poem, the art work? Styles
and conventions for use and for placement change over the long history of
seal use. There are early, very linear, forms of writing known as seal scripts.
There were periods when it was fashionable to abstract the writing so highly
that it is almost pure design, not very readable. Some antique seals are
virtually a mystery to modern day readers. Other seals are perfectly
recognizable representational depictions of dragons (the emperor had that
one!), fish, birds, horses and the like. Seals are very like modern logos in
both function and design.
For more on seals see Oriental Painting Course- A Structured, Practical
Guide to the Painting Skills and Techniques of China and the Far East,
written by Wang Jia Nan and Cia Xiaoli with Dawn Young (1997 Quarto
Inc. Watson-Guptill Publications, New York).
Matching the seal style to the work and considering how the layers of
meaning might be enhanced by skillful choices suggest many avenues of
experimenting for the contemporary artist. How we interpret our world
through our eyes and ears and synthesize those inputs in thought and feeling
gives us the possibility of poems. How poems look and how poems sound
give the poet, the artist, the world of the glyph and the graph. The interface
of the literary word with graphic possibilities is an endlessly rich area: word
paint.
ABOUT THE FRONT ILLUSTRATION
On one side of this ceramic brush holder jar is delicately painted scene, a
traditional landscape of blue mountains, green pines, bamboo, and the pink
blooms of a cherry tree beside a rushing stream.

Calligraphy teacher Sun Yuming kindly translated the Tang dynasty
poem on this late Qing brush jar. Although one rhyming word is missing
from each of the sentences, probably to make the lettering fit the jar more
gracefully, the general sense of the poems is
“Bright moon amidst the pine groves,
A clear water spring flows over the rocks.”
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